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Fort Monroe and the aviation school
at San Diego, California, remain open.
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Constitutionalists at
continuing their attack
according to, a dispatch
Ma(yo, received at the
ment" today.
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But Preparations for War Continue Despite
Talk of an Early Settlement
CA1ANZA

Al

VILLA ABOUT TO SEVER RELATIONS

Constitutionalist Leader Said to be Determined to Take United
States Action as an Offense to Him, While His Commander-in-CAdvises Keeping out of the Controversy with
hief

the Mexican Provisional President Refugees Being
Removed From Southern Republics.
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was received today by the
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ARMS WILL. ENABLE
fCfTIZENS TO WITHSTAND I
T
FORCES OF THE ARMY

"TMa grave and
iunprecedented outrage" was the term
used by Premier Asquiik today ill reply to a question in the housa of commons as to the
exploit of
the Ulster "volunteers," who in strong
armed force landed 40,000 rifles and
500,000 cartrldgei at various points in
Ulster on Friday
The premier fcaiit:
"The house may rest assured that
the government will without' delay
take proper steps to vindicate the authority of the law."
Immediately after he had finished
replying to questions Premier
hurried to Buckingham Palace
for an audience with the king.
27'.
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Telegraph is Restored
Vera Cruz, April 27. Jt Is regarded
here as significant that the restorar
tion of the telegraphic communication
between Mexico City and the rest of
the world fololwed immediately after
the return to the capital Of General
Ramon Corona, chief of staff of Provisional President Huerta.
General Corona has been informed
ly Captain Henry Huse, chief of staff
of Rear Admiral Fletcher, that all
Mexicans desiring to do so could leave
Vera Cruz and woul be provided with
transportation. Captain Hubs had
urged General Corona to assure Huerta that the American admiral found
nothing reprehensible In the action of
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Villa and Carranza Breaty ;
El Paso, ApriJ 27. That a.crl&is in

the .relations of Generals Villa and
Carranza will he reached at Chihuahua
tonight lsi indicated in private latter
received from that city today, and
by information in the possession, of
officials Here. Harmony
it is said, or a
will ,ba'
occur. Villa's
will
complete rupture
determination to return to Chihuahua
was taken suddenly last night upon
of important telegrams from
his aides in tnat city. He had not intended to leave for several days.
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Rebels Courteous to Americans ...
Washington, April 27 French. Ambassador Jusserand announced here
today that the French legation In
Mexico City informed him by telegraph that all Americans in the Mexican capital are safe. The dispatch
declared that there had been
demonstrations, but that
not serious and that the
were
they
city was quiet.
Consul Hostetter's reply, dated yes
terday from Hermosillo, state of Son-orgiven, out at the While, House,
was as follows:
"About 150 people are leaving this
evening and some tomorrow. Those
from Sinaloa will most likely wait
for 'boats. Quiet a number are not
going to leave, as they are guaranteed
every safety here and Colonel Galies
has issued the strictest orders to arrest any one insuling an American
and has notified his people all over
the state that any demonstration
would be punished in the severest
manner and that seditious speech
es would most likely lead to hanging.
"Generals Obregon and Alvara are
in control and. I am assured Americans will have every consideration at
their hands and if unable to pay
passage they would advance them
tickets and money. Oulyhe best of
feeling is shown by the constitutionalists and theu,"'&iieehC'and"ari slix-cerely hope and pray everything will
be settled amicably very soon.
"if I can finish, I may leave tomor-how- ;
if not, by Wednesay's
train.
Am waiting for some people from the
mountains. Colonel Galies has issued
strict orders that all properties of
people leaving would be protected and
to see that not a stick of wood should
be missing when these people return
"Most Americana who are leaving
ask me to notify the department that
they leave with the greatest of regret,
as they have always been treated well
like the people here very much.
A List of Refugees
A iirtial list of American refugees
who have reached points of safety, as
reported by Admiral Badger from
Vera Cruz, was given out here today
by the state department as follows:
"April 26, 7 p. m. The following list
of Americans have arrived' at Vera
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board 6f missions of that church In
from Admiral! MEN WHO VIOLATED THE LAW thia city! Miss Harriett L. Ayers,
Blance Beta, and Dora Gladden will
navy departWILL BE TAUGHT IT MUST
sail tonjijhtfrom Vera CrUz for
;'
BE 8ESPECTED
on,'
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Neighborhood of Canon City,
Quiet, Breaks Into the Labor T J
PRESIDENT ASIS ROCKEFELLER
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Wilson Asks Financier, as a Heavy Owner of Coal Mine Stock,
Bring About a Settlement of the Trouble Armed Guards ard
Soldiers, Opposed by Equally Well Armed Union Forces,
y Threaten to Engage in Bloody Dailies Without Warn-- v
ing Governor Will Call Legislature

ta
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Denver, April 27. With no open by telephone that the leaders cannot
e
outbreaks reiiorted, but with the situa- control the striking miners, wao
tion tense in the Las Arfimas, Huer
to attack the 'place.
through the streets and imprecations
fano and Fremont county coal dis"Please let me know whether you
hurled at the "gringos" was described
tricts, all (parties concerned in the can and will control your men at
here today by refugees arriving in the
Colorado coal strike today anxiously these and neighboring places."
first train- from Monterey, captured
awaited President Wilson's reply to
""
The Union's Reply
several days ago by the constitutionthe appeal for tedrai troops
'
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mediators and Ambassador Dagama.of morning
"Concerning the attacks, mentioned
sheriff, leaving further protective
gees United States Consul Philip C.
tomed routine. Wireless messages reThere was no disturbance here dur- measures to the militia.
Brazil, with the Chilean minister, ceived
iti your communication, on the ChandHanna and ten other Americans were
here from other ports by the
the night and very few shots were
ing
Suarez, and Mr. Nanon held a American flagship indicate that all is
thrown into jail..
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no fight- ler mine yesterday, there are so many
were
that
Today's
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Refugees from Hermosillo
supposed they were ftred by exrtitod
was expected later in the day, relating
City, and that tl.e strikers still were up to this time to learn definitely
all firearms should be given up, one
Nogales, Ariz,,- April 27. The west sentries.
to the next move to be made in the Mexican
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Conferences
diplomats repof the
resenting Brazil, Chile and Argentina,
who offered their good offices to compose the Mexican situation, followed
quickly today the receipt of reassuring messages from Mexico City that
Ceneral Huerta had agreed to the
first steps in the intermediation con
"
,
ference.
Washington, April 27
(Latin-America-

n

.T

ister Portillo y Rojas of the Huerta
government was the official who had
communicated with the Spanish ambassador to signify the willingness of
the Huerta government to accept the
good offices of Brazil, Argentina and
Chile. The communication was therefore considered as an official acceptance, binding on" the Huerta govern--
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stay in the legislative game. There is
again a strong movement to nominate
Herbert J. Hagerman. There are
other possibilities such as Bernard S.
especially well
Rodey, who stands
with the Spanish Americans and has
the record of having defeated Fergus-son- ,
and Herbert WV Clark, who as
republican state chairman, wields tremendous influence and who Is in addition quite popular with the rank and
file. But the republicans, like the
democrats, are Imbued with the Idea
that one of the two nominees must be
a Spanish American and they are castwto
ing about for a man of tfeat
will measure up to the standard In
every respect Colonel Jose D. Sena,
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo and Anv
ado Chaves are among the namies mencomtioned. For state corporation
missioner there appears to bo no serious opposition to Hugh II. Williams
although the name of R. W. Hopkins
of Albuquerque has been mentioned.
As to governor, that Is still afar off,
but Nathan Jaffa Is the only name
that is being heard of among the
to succeed Governor W, C.
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SEATS FOR THE
TRAVELOGUE'

APRIL 27, 1914.

MONDAY,

WELSH AND CROSS READY .
Los Angeles, Calif., April 27. Fight
CURRENT MAGAZINES
fans are displaying a lively interest in
the meeting of Freddie Welsh, the
and
f
British lightweight champion,
Leach Cross of New York, who are to
How to Keep Plants froyn Freezing
bout nere
mix things la a
In the current Issue of Farm and
tomorrow night: Both fighters have Fireside a contributor, writing under
been training faithfully for several the title, "Forestalling
the Frost,"
weeks and each appears to be in good says that on the border between the,

f

trim for the contest.

north and south an annual battle be
tween the forces of spring and winter
SCHOOL CHANGES NAME
takes place. He describes the. losses
Santa Fe, April 27. Superintend that have been sustained through des
ent of Public Instruction Alvan N. truction of plants by frost and then
at
were;
Reservations
opened today
White was today ntoned by County tells, as follows, how at the end 01
Santa Fe, April 27. Tho meeting of
In Japan" Superintendent Saturnlno Baca that April and in the early
the
for
"Night
Murphey'a
part of May
the democratic state committeo
house
No. 12 of plants may be protected from the
to
Duncan
be
the
at
opera
district
and
school
given
precinct
makhas naturally started slate
on Wednesday evening. In view of Valencia county, has changed Its cold:
ing In both of the great parties. There
the artistic exoailence of the enter name from Tome Abajo to Adeline
The tops of plants must be kept
of
la no doubt of the renomiuation
tainment a vast audience Is anticipat
aldry,
protected from dew, plenty of
B.
H.
Fergusson,
Congressman
ed, and seats should be booked as
air allowed to circulate near tte
BETTER BABIES
though strange o Bay and unexpectedearly as possible, Unlike any preced
The crasade for better babies has ground. I failed last year to do this
ly, there la being voiced an undergiven in this city, a spread from coast to coast, and tak and had a big loss wftich I described
tone of dissatisfaction, which may be
romantic story will b introduced and en firm hold of American Mothers. to a friend of mine who was a garden.
traced to mm who were disappointed
the spirit of romance will pervade the Few women realize how much, the 111 ing expert, In reply to which he said:
in securing federal appointment, pithtravelogue from start to finish. Each health of the mother influences the
'It had been better for you to
to
As
friends.
or
ed for themselves
at the Duncan on unborn child, both physically and leave your plants unprotected than to
person
present
conis
it
commissioner,
rporation
Wednesday next will be made to feed mentally. Women who suffer from turn things over them, leaving close,
ceded that the nomination must go to
that he Is a personal witness of the mysterious pains, backache, nervous dead1, stagnant air around the plants.
McDonald.
Spanish-Americafor, unfortunatescenes portrayed. Be will be made to
ness, mental depression, headaches, Thaly will sweat and rreeae before
ly, both parties are still playing the
a
fettl a3 if he personally had seen the
plants not covered at all.' I knew this
race question for all It is worth.
BANK SYNDICATE SPREADS
etc., should rely on Lydia B.
the
in
to bo true, for of plants not covered
performances1
extraordinary
made
Compound,
$12,new
There la also a disposition to Join
Vegetable
27.
The
Santa Fe, April
his
cup
had
taken
25 per cent pulled through.
theaters,
near
Japanese
for
which
them
perhaps
roots
and
at
the
from
with,
herbs,
progressives by giving
noa First National Bank building
of tea or sake in the tea houses to the
"He used a lot 'of boards or shingles.
the
standard
.
.
has
been
tne nomination tor mat important powi
years
business.
for
ly
forty
been'
opene,
a(J
thet music of the
perhaps four or five inches wide,
and In that case, it will be either R. I It Includes not only modern vaults but accompaniment of
remedy for these aliments. Adv.
of gheishas.
the
and
samlsen
dancing
sharpened. He pushed two In the
Baca of Santa Fe or Marcos C. de also a safety deposit department
on- He will find himself a personal
ground, one on each side of the plant,
Baca of Bernalillo, It being contended
sysVISITING
GO
Herndon
banking
The soalled
looker at the wrestling matches In ALBUQUERQUEANS
with
and thn he stuck
to the
tops
that neither can be
Santa Fe, April 2r Two automo down one together,
diacte of Albuquerue,- has acquired
and a mourner in
on each side so as to leave
legislative house, because of having bankfing interests at Fort Sumner, the Eklon Temple,
tie procession at a Buddhist funeral, bile parties from Albuquerque paid an open space at corners for air. He
deserted the republican party which
county, and as noon as tne and a participator at the subsequent the Museum of New Mexico a visit
Guadalupe
explained that the loss of two
elected them,
of the Capital City Banlc at cremation rites. From all of which today and viewed the Vierra exhibit, was due to the carelessness of plants
some
' One of the developments of the transfer
Dieckwere
B.
is
E.
complet
two
Santa Fe to the syndicate
parties
the In these
will be Inferred that "From,
it
member of his family leaving the
committee meeting Is al good-size- d
ed will take full charge at Fort Cradle to the. Grave In Japan" Is not man, Margaret and Eugenia Keleher, shingles open at the
top. Said he,
movement to nominate Br, J. 'J. Shuv Sumner.
infinitely Mrs. Thomas Danahy, T. N. Danahy, 'My son's garden joins mine, and he
but
a
lecture
something
in
Raton
for
governor
ler, mayor fit
more diverting and realistic. It Is a Lora Lovelace, J. Harlan, Noble Gard lost all his plants. He had them cov- 1916. Shuler, like the mayors of San
VTohn A.
visualisation of Japan from which the ner McCraden, A. A. Sedillo,
tered with cans, buckets, etc.
ta Fe and Albuquerque, was elected
and
S.
Valliant
A.
Sedillo,
George
"KNEELING NUN" DOOMED
"Another man to whom I related
spectator will arise with a knowledge
of
the
the
press
opposition
despite
if he had personally re- IL F. Robinson of Albuquerque also this corroborated it
as
land
"The
27.
the
Kneeling
of
Fe.
April
Santa
by an experience
and la popular not only with the
. .
i
i
i
Several visitors from the of his own,
country dur registered
whereby he saved his earmasses but also in good repute with Nun," a famous natural lanamar ui sided in that fascinating
national capital spent considerable ly beans by
doomed to destruction ing many years
doing what he could with
capital and enterprise; As a member Grant county, Is
of
time in the museum, including W. M. the time and means
ChiJapanese
Tha
interpretations
at; his disposal.
of the New Mexico exposition board by the mining operations of the
and instrumental, by Reed, Charles T. Lupton, Miss Ade- He had a few rows of early beans that
he has done effective work for the no Copper company. It is a pmar oi music, vocal
Charles Kohn laide Dickinson and Mr. and Mrs. A. were large and fine. He had not much
rock 35 feet high butp rlor to 1887 such artists as Mrs.
state.
Miss Gladys F. Clark. Another visitor was A. G. time, but he gathered up some bricks
assisted
will
by
an
be
time
(who
At
that
On the republican side, the most was 75 feet high.
Mrs.
Reiman, and the Jaffa of Los Angeles.
and set them on dge along short in
the rock In two and McVay) and
logical candidate for congress would earthquake split
Simon
Bacharach, ho
Mr.
of
The
own.
tervals across the rows. On these he
singing
seem to be State Senator B. F. Pank-e- y the upper half tumbled
audience at the Elks'
the
so
a
of
outline
delighted
laid some broad boards he chanced to
the
like
looks
but the republeans are loath to remainder
Minstrel show, will furnish an addi
undermined
have, making a canopy-likis
and
nun
covering
being
give him up In the state senate and kneeling
corn- - tion to the program most acceptable
over each row, the sides being open
hold in prospect for him the vacant by the operations of the Chino
to tlra audience. That delightful mus
and unprotected. He says he saved
United States sonatorshlp if he will pay.
ical act "Three Little Maids from
them all, while neighbors who covered
School" which is one of the gems of
sbuff very carefully kwt nearly all.
the "Mikado" will be given by three
Tha lesson is obvious. It does not
of our own school girls the Misses
matter much the means employed so
Leona Grenclay, Chella Van Petten
you cover the tops of plants, leaving a
To
,
,y
and Grace Lord who will impersonate
free circulation of air, thus keeping'
their Japanese sisters in dress as well
the foliage dry. Tender plants so
J-f-f
Tiirt nowerful one act
on in ootiw
treatiPd stood a temperature of 28 de
English society drama "Drifted Apart'
grees without injury. The covering
vdll tie plaed b Mrs. J. U, Lanfiau
should not be removed until the sun
is well up."
wittra force ami ability not always
seen on the legitimate stage. The
!
Marrying Without Preparation
other character of this sketch will he
Iu the May American Magazine a
with
played by Mr. Frank Lalau
contributor
begins "A Husband's
1
that delightful Eoglish mt.wM. n an
Story"- the personal history of a man
clearness of speech which befits the
who has had 25 years of married life.
it has
part The event will be what
This series of articles is to be a careenfetain-ment
been described to bean
ful and truthful record of the trials
of unusuil excellence most pausand perils of marriage as well as the
ing to every sudi 'or.
successes, reported by a man who has
t
been married 25 years. The following
extract from the first chapter shows
BACA IS PERPLEXED
how he rushed into marriage:
Santa Fe, April 27. School Super"I went to gee the girl many times
intendent Saturnlno Baca of Valencia
of
to
the early summer, and we were
the
department
during
county appeals
very happy in our planning for the fueducation in his perplexity. At Blueture. Our talk waa valueless. We
water, as in a number of other school
did hot even discuss financial arrangedistricts in New Mexico, the last
ments. It was a very happy period,
school election resulted in a tie. The
all dreams and .unrealities. The only
case at Bluewater is of especial imdefinite plan was that I was to work
wants
I
portance because the district
hard for a year after we were marschool
house
new
a
to issue bonds for
ried and then start in business for
and bond buyers, of courst insist that
She was first to go to Eumyself.
the bonds be issued according to every
with
her mother (the mother
rope
the
procovering
known legal precept
planning this, because .at such times
cedure. A doubt as t6 the memberi1
mace By
her husband was willing to spend
ship of the board issuing the; bonds
money), buy hen trosseaui and return
would interfere with the sale of the
drugging, even in its milder forms, clouds and" mara tha fairest
in October. Then there was to be a
Baca
bonds.
!' j.
County Superintendent
complexion.
church wedding. We discussed
great
the
circumstances,
under
holds that
of dress, ushers, bridesmaids,
details
Coffee drinking isn't considered drugging by moat people, but
the old members of the school board
men and did not mention
and
best
2
educontains
from
know
coffee
of
of
that
the
average cup
physicians
hold over but the department
whether
we
would take an apartment
cation has deoided in similar cases
to 3 grains each of the drugs "caffeine" and "tannin," that affect
or board. The subject of children
that a tie means that there has been,
t
"
never was mentioned.
tl!
1
stomach, liver and kidneyB, disturb circulation and work havoc
:'.
no election, that therefore a vacancy
Our ignorance, in view of later acwitl. natural nerves and a healthy skin.
exists and that this vacancy can be
t
"
quired
wisdom, was appalling. Two
J?
m
Jj
directors
by
filled by appointment of
Every woman who values a clear complexion, soon finds that
persons, Ignorant of the commonest
the county superintendent
a chance- from coffee to
w
;
i
requirements of family life, ignorant
of duties, expense, health, neither
IN MEMORY OF GRANT
thinking of nor understanding the dut.
ies of fatherhood and motherhood,
Galena, 111., April 27. In honor of
were rushing into wedlock. We were
the memory of one of the most illusalmost strangers to each otier; taking
trious sons of Illinois, the people of
each other on faith. We loved each
Galena, his home, joined today with a
in
and it was sufficient for the
visitors
other;
of
concourse
niakes rapidly for personal comfort and wholesome beauty.
great
moment. Whether or not it was sufthe ninety-seconbirthday anPoslum in a pure-foodrink made of prime wheat and a
ficient you may Judge later, I marvel
niversary of General TT. S. Grant.
over that and give hanks that
often
p.rmii) pnwfit. of molasses. It tawtes much like
were
about
Java,
emblems
floral
plied
Many
it turned out as well as it did.
i
Imt in
the base of the Crant monument,
ly frf;6 from coffeine, tannin, or any other drug
cookies, cake
"In midsummer she came through
which was presented to the city 25
r
..
..
" l)i nt
our city, stopping over for a day or
and
biscuits, too. All
years ago by H. F. Kohlsaat of
two with a girl friend. It was to be
i'r
s in two f rm:
ki
as light, fluffy, tender
our farewell before her start for Euused
mother
delicious
and
as
r f' fuiri well b.lled, yield a delightful flavour, 15o
rope, and we dreaded even two
DETROIT Y. M. C. A. JUBILEE
to bake. And just as wholemonths of separation. That evening
some.
For purer Baking PowDetroit, Mich., April 27. The Deder than Calumet cannot be had
we talked over the plans for our wedtroit branch of the Young Men's
tni'.ant Poatum a soltt'ilo powder. A teaspoonful stirred in
at any price.
ding and spoke of our dislike for the
Christian association today entered
a cup of licit, wat'ir OlsBolves Instantly. A delicious beverage, 30c
Ask your grocer.
ordeal
of a church wedding. I
comof
celetiration ia
upon a week
The cont per cup of both kinds is about the same.
ii ml 50c tlriii.
KCEEVEO HIGHEST AWASDS
that we be married at once,
memoration of the fiftieth anniverWrrU't Pur. Fnoi Eiwotlm.. Chiati, II
avoid
the
trip to Europe and the
Tho program
sary of its founding.
church ceremony, and she assented,
provides for'several banneta at which
I
or
more from dread of the parting, I
Vis don'i rATa monef vjn yna fcT
3eth Low of New York, Dr. J. A.
fc r i.tlimet.
It' J
r.n puwur. Una'l ba Bull
me
think, than from desire
of Toronto and other prominsold by Grocers everywhere.
immediately.
ent fpeakers v.i'l bo heard.
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DEMOCRATS, HOWEVER, LIKELY
WILL RENOMINATE HIM
FOR CONGRESS
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VAST AUDIENCE IS EXPECTED AT
DR. LANDAU'S ENTERTAINMENT WEDNESDAY
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Sale of Bontex Wash Fabrics
All this Week
12ic

figured crepes.

Light summer crepes, with white grounds,
daintily figured in lavenders, pinks, light
blues, etc. We have 12 differen patterns, regular price is 12 U2 cents a yard, Buy them
this week at

White grounds, dainty rose patterns, in pink.

lavender and blue, with narrow woven raised I lflfi
f.-- .1. '
i,r
paiierus. incse laoncsare auiresn
ana new, ana guaranteed against sun and tub,
ixeguiar prtce sue yd. All this week

'f

I

These come in delicate pink, white, and light
tan grounds, dainty figured designs in all colors. Ten
different patterns in these lots, guaranteed against sun
and tub. This is an opportune sale as it comes at a time
when all are thinking of light, airy, summer dresses.
Regular price 25c yd. This sale
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Owing to the heavy demand for silks this spring, and
the unusual drmrnd fcr 'ribbons'
as trimmings, we have experienced some difficulty in obtaining ribbons of our usual high
standard. We received two shipments the last few days
in
plaids, flowered, Dolly Varden
and Dressden effects! moire and
satins in black, gold, old, rose,
electric blues, and staple shades.
These ere specially desireable
for trimming summer dressefc,
girdles, sashes, etc. COME.

"In my own.d.efense I plead ignorance, I did not understand than the
sacrifice I was asking her to make,
nor fully what such a move may
mean. I realized dimly that the move
was not a wise one My 'horse sense'
came to the rescue and I feared for
her the consequences of .a hasty marriage. I told her, as gently as possible, that to wed in that manner invited criticism and gossip, and that I
wanted to shield her against them.
Not knowing the world as well even
as I did, she ws hurt and imagined
that in some way I was unwilling to
carry out my proposal.
"I tried to explain that my hesitation was all for her sake, and she
said sliei did not care what anyone
said.

"The following day the mother gave
her consent and, within two hours after receiving her letter and blessing,
we stood in the presence of a minister
and exchanged the vows that made us
man and wife."
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that
baa a stimulating effect on the stomach, liver and bowels is Foley Cathartic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they .keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after effects. They remove that gassy distended feeling so uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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More New Ribbons Just Arrived!
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25c Costume Crepes.

.j
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yd.

20c Dolly Varden Crepes.

e

y

YOU Will
find a display
of these light,
airy fabrics in
our windows.

Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough i3 about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever almost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing.
Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had Bevere attacks of whoop
ing cough, and a very few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv. -

;

SLAYER ON TRIAL

Newark, N. J April 27. The caso
of Salvatore Leponio, charged with
the murder of Policeman John J.
came up in court today for
its second trial. The killing of tha
police officer occurred October 13,
1932.
Leponio was convicted, but
The conviction was reversed on the ground that an intercepted
letter to an attorney, which gave the
details of the crime, was a privileged
communication and should not hava
been admitted as evidence.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will Burely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering H
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never he used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting directly npon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. In
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken Internally and made In Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
,
free.
'Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Adv.

Nothing So Good for a Cough or Coltf
vVhen you have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
get rid of it with the least possible delay. There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cougb Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers
of that
Why It Suits particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound preparation. I know of nothing bo
Is prompt and effective for coughs.
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial cold." For sale by an dealers. Adv.
coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Mr
VeiTon, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Fol
"Wm. T. Thompson, of Battleeys Honey and Tar quickly relieves Creek, tolion. writes: "I have been
tickling throat and stops the cough troubled with Indigestion, sour stomwith no bad after effect." It contains ach and had breath. After
taking
no opiates and is pure. That's why
of Chamberlain's Tablets I ata
it suits particular people. O. G well. Thes tablets are
splendid
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
none better." For 6ale bv all dealers.
At".
-- Aflv.
-
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NORWAY

a very conspicuous part iu
the celebration, not only because of
the large number of Norwegians settled in America, but because of the
good feeling .prevailing between the
two countries. The Stars and Stripes
will be seen everywhere displayed
beside the red, white and blue of Norto take

HAVE

BIRTHDAY
PARTY

way.

In the parade of May 17 the Deco-racollege band from Decorah, Iowa,
will march in the place of honor. Under the leadership of Professor Spe-rathis baud will tour Norway during
the summer.
The Fourth of July will be celebrated with all its latest safe and sane
attachments. The celebration of America's natal day will center about
the presentation of a statute of Lincoln to Christiana by Governor Hau-n- a
of North Dakota. The governor
will attend in person and deliver the
unveiling speech, which will be followed by a reception given by the
American minister, Albert G. Schmed-man- ,
at the Amerlcau lub headed by
P. Herman Cade, a banquet, attended
by King Haakon and the diplomatic
corps of the capita, will be held in
It
the auditorium of the exhibition.
is expected that besides the 400 American singers, who will come to participate in, the singing festivals, the
thousands of unofficial
visitors and a host of their Norwegian relatives will unite, in a demonstration to show honor to a country, which by Norwegians, is held, second in affection only to their own
"
'
country.
the
will
celebrate
centennial
The
dramatic event which marked the beginning of Norway's history as a nation. In 1814 as the result of the
wars the
close of the Napoleonic
great powwvof Eurvpe forced Frederick VI of Denmark to give up Norway, which had been attached to Denmark for four hundred and thirty-fou- r
years, to Sweden, and provided a
ruler for the acquisition in the person
of the Swedish crown prince Charles
Jean Bernadotte. Sweden had in 1809
lost Finland to Russia after a war,
and was now given Norway in coti
pensation.
The Norwegians rebelled against
the disposition of their country, and
under the leadership of Prince Chrls-tioFrederick refused to submit to
In the face of all Europe
Sweden.
Norway declared its Independence and
proceeded on May 17, 1814, to adopt
a constitution. The prince was elect- -
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LIGHT

Local Congestions May
dicate Much Internal
Inflammation.

TH

HIGH SCHOOL DID

SNORMAL SCHOOL

NOT SCORE A

HEAD

POINT

ACCITY INSTITUTION
SILVER
PRESIDENT'S RESIGCEPTS
NATION UNWILLINGLY

LAS VEGAS BUNCH WAS OUT OF
THE RUNNING IN STATE
TRACK MEET

Dr. C. M- Light, prominent western
educator and for the last 18 years
president of the State Normal school
located in Silver City, handed in his
resignation to the board of regents
at a meeting of that body Wednesday afternoon, says the Silver City
The resignation was
Enterprise,
purely voluntary on the part of Dr.
Light and came somewhat as a shock
to the board.. After duo deliberation
the resignation was accepted, to take
effect August 31. Dr. Llht will conduct the summer Normal. All of the
faculty of the Normal school were reelected for the coming year with the
above exception and that of Professor
K D. Enloe and Miss Isabel Ward
who had asked for a year's leave of
absence which was granted and of
Professor Rodgers of the department
of mathematics, who was not a candidate for
Professor M R. Lugiblhl, principal
of the Hagerman, N. M. schools, was
elected to fill one of the vacancies.
The board of regents have until the
latter part o August to fill the vacancy created by Dr. Light's resignation and are ra no haste to elect his
successor.
That a suitable man capable of filling all the manifold duties
reuiredi of so complex a position will
be hard to obtain is admitted by all,
and the board will exercise great care
and diligence in their selection.
Dr. Light is one of the best known
educators in the west. A graduate of
the Kansas State Normal, 1879 and a
Ph. D. from the University of New
York, 1894, he came to the Normal
when it occupied the auditorium of
the Presbyterian church pending the
of the main building,
completion
There were 47 students. Since then
he has seen the Institution grow to
an attendance of 9p in the Normal
proper, 143 in the training school and
252 in the summer school.
There are
now five buildings valued,, with equip-mnat $125,000, while the Normal
library of over 1,000 volumes person
ally selected by Dr. Light, is considered one of the finest pedagogical lib
raries in the west. He personally
collected a'"aig5 part of the specimens of the Normal museum, amounting to over a thousand in number.
The greater portion of the present
school law In New Mexico was wrtl-te- n
by him and he is also the author
of the scheme of certification of
teachers now in force in the state.
Dr. Light has not yet announced
what his plans may be but wherever
his dutiea may call him he can be
sure of the well wishes of a legion of
loyal friends all over New Mexico.

The second annual state intesr- schoiastic track meet of the Univer
sity of New Mexico, held at Albuquerque Saturday afternoon,' ended with
Roswell the winner by a good margin.
The meet was, a complete success, an l
was largely attended. All events were
staged in the Albuquerque Traction
Park and were participated in by New
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"WILL CELEBRATE ON MAY 17 THE
INDECENTENNIAL OF
PENDENCE

its

ti

Christiana, April 27. Thousands of
.American visitors are expected here
during the summer to witness the
celebration of the centennial of the
independence vof Norway from Denmark. The celebration will also commemorate a hundred years of peace
on the' Scandlanian peninsula.
An exhibition which will seek to
show the progress nmde in Norway
c
during the last century, will be open-on
in
Christiana
Haakon
by King
have been
May 15.
invited to participate in the exhibition
and in the celebration generally. In
special pavilion called "Norway
Abroad", the Norwegians who have
nought a home in America will show
countrymen the
their
life they lead In their adopted home.
The plans for the exhibition and
festivities have met with great interest and! enthusiasm in the United
States, a substantial indication of
which (is the appropriation by North
Dakota ot $10,000 for the expenses
of the official participation of that
state. Alfred Gabrielsen has arrived
to take charge of North, Dakota's exhibit Minnesota and Wisconsin will
mlsQ be adequately represented, but in
' u less official way.
An interesting
.feature of the exhibit of these states
will be the publication of special histories of the states, showing the strenuous work of Norwegian pioneers,
who helped to build them up, and the
prosperous conditions under which
Norse-America-

home-stayin-

g

Norse-America- n

now live.
One of the most Interesting festivities of the program will be a great
ioine coming gathering of Norwegian-American-

they

and preparations are be;
made to entertain at least 50,000
Teople. Some societies from the Northeir
wegian states have chartered
own steamships "and will sail direct
trom New York to onristiana. These
parties will be accompanied by their
own bands. Americans are expected

ig

u

r
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Just because catarrh affects the nose and
throat, few people realize how
It may be until it creeps into tlie bronchial
tubes and settles down into the lungs.
The way to treat catarrh is to recognize
the fact that It Is In the blood.
And there Is only one blood purifier that
can be safely used. It Is S. S. B., the most
the most
powerful, the most searching,
assimilative blood remedy known today, for
Is
a
not
a
but
mineral,
it
vegetable remedy.
The' medicinal components of 8. 8. 8. are
relatively Just as essential to
health as the nutritive properties of the
grains, meats, sugars and fats of foods.
Any local Irritating influence is the blood Is
rejected by the tissue cells and eliminated
by reason of the stimulating Influence of
deep-seate-

S. 8. S.
InYou will soon realize Its wonderful
fluence by the absence of headache, a deof
a
the
cided clearing
air paHsages, steadily
Improved naal condition, and a sense of
bodily relief that proves how completely
catarrh often infests the entire system.
You will find 8. S. 8. on sale at all drug
BtoreB.
It is a remarkable remedy for any
nd all blood affections, such as eczema.
rash, lupus, tetter, psoriasis, bolls, and all
other diseased conditions of the blood. For
special advice on any blood disease write
Medical Dept., The Kwlft Specific Co., 532
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, (ia. Carefully avoid
any and all substitutes for 8. S. 8. There
Is nothing "ju.ft as good."

ed king and since that day the lt7h
of May has been to the people of
Norway what the Fourth of July is to
the United States. Sweden went to

war against the new country and the
struggle continued until November,
1S14 when peace was made which led
to a union on an equal basis. The
union lasted until 1905 when It was
peacefully dissolved on account of the
dissatisfaction with the arrangement.
SUNDAY

A DRY

Santa Fe, April 27. Santa Fe was a
veritable Sahara yesterday. Mayor
W, G. Sargent had clamped the lid
down so tightly that there was abso
lutely no oasis even in the hotels and
conclusively that
thereby proved
sumptuary legislation can be enforced
i fthe authorities mae up their minds

.

to do so.

Greal
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"Tobacco ViseJ
ds

Tuxedo istheTobaccoChosenby OperaStars

J

CARL CANTVOORT
leading role In "Robin Hoou"

" alwaysfillmypipewilh'Guxedo.
tZuxedo and I are firm friends. "

,

..

EN who depend upon their "voices
come to know tobacco as the ordinary smoker never knows it. A sen
sitive throat or mouth feels the slightest
sting, bite or scorch of tobacco.
Tuxedo is the one tobacco which singers,1
actors, public speakers all men who guard
can smoke with
their throats zealously
pleasure and safety.
- Tuxedo tobacco cannot sting, bite or irritate the delicate membranes of the mouth
or throat.

j7

:
JACK HENDERSON
of the "Pink Lady" Company

"Loud cheers for ITuxedo. My
favorite always. I put newest
into my singing after a pipeful of
'Cuxedo. J find cCuxedo a real
voice help."

r
--

J

'

A

A valuable
dressing for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT; It is both healing and
antiseptic. Price 25c, 503 and fl.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv,

n
)

Rheumatic

v.

smoke Tuxedo and testify
to its soothing influence

rJ

ng

Vg

4

on the throat.

1

I

found that the

tuxedo does not interfere

J

4

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

use

..

of

With my

singing. On the contrary, I've never
indulged in a more satbfijing, mors
realty beneficial cmos. "

Famous green tin with gold lettering, curved to fit tle pockat
Convenient pouch, inner-Uni- d

.
paper
In C!at Humidor SOc and 90c

with

moiitture-proo-f

TMS

AMERICAN

TOBACCO

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

event were
year's interscholastlc
broken, thus raising the standard.
No information waa received as to
why the local' High school team ended
with such a poor showing. When the
team left Friday tha members were
confident in every way of capturing at
least a place that would be a credit
W

lU

OUWUl, lU

ilVUl

llJUJl

GO A. LA

VALUABLE

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BOOK FOUND

Santa Fe, April 27. Historian Benjamin M. Read in examining his largie
collection of historical documents,
which includes aboitt a hundred letters written by Governor Carlos Bent
to men who figured prominently in
history seventy years ago, found several letters of great historical interest
written dn 1846 by Josiah Gregg, author of- the "Commerce of the
Prairies," a book, which, Mr. Read
said, laid the. foundation for the prejudice of the, people in the east against
the Spanislvspeaking citizens of New
Mexicq. That Gregg himself felt that
he had done the Spanish Americans
a grave injustice is apparent from two
letters he wrote to Manuel Alvarez,
consul at Santa Fe, in which he asked
to sound Governor Armijo as to the
governor's feeling toward Gregg and
in which he also inquired whether it
would be safe for him (Gregg) to re
turn to Santa Fe.
However, Mr. Read Is of the opinion
that the book was not written by
Gregg at ajlj but by Bige!w, to whom
Gregg merely told the incidents of his
sojourn in New Mexico. Gregg' later
joined the army that Invaded Mexico
from San Antonio, Texas, as interpreter. Mr. Read will Include the
text of Gregg's' letters. In his "Side
lights on New Mexico History," he is
preparing- for the press.
Train Kils a Man
Happy because he had been given
a job on the Southern Pacific railroad,
with orders to report the following
day, Remedio Magana was run down
by a string of freight cars on a switch
N 66
stoopedtopickupseveral
near Lordsburg and killed. He bad
stooped to pick up several pieces of
wood with which to make a fire when
a switch engine shunted the cars that
killed Magana who was 33 years of
age and unmarried.
-

-

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive la action for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bot
tles of Foley Kidney pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are completely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

COMPANY

27.--T- hig
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riation have' tha same managers

'last

year.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

WJj)

received they failed to even come near
a second or third place in any of
the events.

have done me more good than $150.(H
worth of medicine." They give good
results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
Drug Store. Adv.

Arlington National cemetery, but owing to unavoidable delay In constructing the base for the memorial the unveiling has been postponed until June
4. On that date the ceremonies of the
unveiling will take place and will be
accompanied by the elaborate program
already arranged. Colonel Hilary A.
Herbert, former secretary of tbe cavy
and president of the monument commission, will preside. The funds for
the monument were raised by the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
of that orand the president-genera- l
ganization wil! formally turn the
memorial over to President Wilson,
who will deliver an address of acceptance In behalf of the nation. Former
President William H. Taft, who directed that a site in Arlington be set
aside for the monument, also will be
a speaker at the unveiling ceremonies

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Reliable

Foley Kidney Pills Successful for
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, tbe bowels regular and the blood pure. All
this is brought about by using LEU-DINA Cure for Sour Stomach
It thoroughly scours the 11
stomach and bowels, puts the body
When run down with kidney trouble,
in fine condition and restores that
backache, rheumatism or bladder
clear,
pink and white complexion so "
weakness, turn qiiickly for help to much desired
by ladles. Price BOa,
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take Sold
Central Drug Co. Adv.
by
them into your system without having good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him- Subscribe for The Optia
rod, N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
r,
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well-know-

doctors, lawyers, ministers, lecturers, etc.

Pains Relieved

Mexico high, schools.
RoBwell won first placa with 42
points, while the other teams in tha
meet scored as follows: Albuquerque,
30 Artesia, 25; Belen, 13; Santa Fe,
7; Tucumcari, 3; Las Vegas, 0.
The biggest success of the meet was
thatj many iof the records of last

Adv.
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so small a cost? SHOW OF TEXTILE MACHINERY
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
Boston, Bass., April 27. All kinds
"t have been, subject to attacks of of machinery and appliances in use
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's for the economical
production of cot
Liniment always relieves me imme- ton, woolen, silk and knit goods are
diately, and I take pleasure in rec- to be seen in operation at the great
ommending it to others." 25 and 50. textile show, which was opened in
cent bottles. For sale by all dealers. Mechanic's Building today and will be
Adv.
continued through tha, week. The ex
hibition is said to be the largest and
EASTERN ASSOCIATION TO OPEN most complete of its kind ever held
Hartford, dun., April 27. Every- anywhere in the world. Every prothing is in readiness ror the opening cess of the Industry is shown, from
of the season tomorrow of the East- the transformation of thei raw materern baseball association, formerly the ial into threads and yarns to the
Connecticut league. The circuit is weaving of the finest materials in
the same as last year, with the ex- cottons, wools and silks. Among the
ception that the Meriden team has marvelous exhibits are machines that
been transferred to New Britain. The tie knots and looms with a thousand
other cities comprising the circuit are threads running through tlicni that
Hartford New Lonon,
Waterbury, come to a doad stop the moment that
Bridgeport, New Haven, Springfield, a single thread breaks. During the
and Pittsfield.
Eugene MeCann, last week the show will be visited by tbe
vear the manager of the Bridgeport entire memberships of the Annwican
team,' is now In charge of the New Cotton Manufacturers' association and
London team and has been succeeded the National CotSon Manufacturers'
mi Bridgeport
by Jack Boultes. Lps association.
Fohl has taken the place of Sam KenRITES FOR DIXIE SHAFT
nedy as manager of the Waterbury
was the
learn. The other learns of the aRso-Washington, April

Tuxedo tobacco has made thousands. of men
converts to the pipe, because it has made
possible for them. Under the famous
"Tuxedo Process" the mild, tender leaves of the
highest grade Burley tobacco are so skillfully treated
that Tuxedo burns slowly and affords a cool, mild,
thoroughly enjoyable pipe
smoke.
Leading menn in all
walks of life
pipe-smoki-

Trouble Cured.

Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes, "For some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak
ing two bottles of them I was cured."
For sale by all dealers Adv.

(NJ The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cisaretta

DONALD URIAH
starring Id "The Marriage Market"
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Wife in the country?
All alone in the house
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Trousers look like a gunny - sack this mor urn??
I don t care.
An ironing board, a damp cloth and a turn
cf the electrfc switch and in 5 minutes my
trousers look litce new.
And when my wife comes baci I am p ...
to get her an Electric Percolator, an Ele
Samovar, an Electric Range, an Electric To;
and an Electric Hot Water Cup.
.
I have been told all about trcrc t .
.1
v an L.
years. Now I have actually
t.-'au
tae
Flatiron and 1 know
I have been misiur.
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rlenbad, sugfrested that in time of war
all health resorts should he declared
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VILE TREATMENT

for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
rprHIf sent otherwise we will not
&n fesponslble, for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
(Cash

-

1.00

Months

In Advance

IS CHARGED

t.

Chicago,, April 27 Five hundred
witnesses have been summoned to
testify at the hearings which. were
begun today by the legislative' committee appointed to investigate public and privateMnstitutions that care
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT for babies and i. orphans. According
to Thomas Curran, chairman of the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
committee, .atrocities and the vilest
forms of treatment have been, disAdvertisers are guaranteed the covered in some Instances and will be
fareest dally and weekly circulation revaled by the testimony of the wit- f any newspaper in northern New
Mexico.
BIRTHDAY

TELEPHONES

KING

Munich, April 27. With little vis
Main 2 ible change apparent either In his
Main 2 mental or physical condition since he

Business Office
News Department
t

OF FORMER

was declared hopelessly Insane 30
MONDAY, APRIL 27, 1914.
years ago, former King Otto today
passed his sixty-sixt- h
birthday anniFor
many years he has nevversary.
NEUTRALIZATION OP
er seen outside the grounds of
HEALTH It ES OUTS
castle. He still imagines
IN TIME OV WAR
himself to be the reigning sovereign
and is totally ignorant of the fact
!t Is Just 50 years since the present that he is no longer even the nominal
mperial councilor. Dr. KIsch of Ma king. '
...

.
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Pins

IN POPULATION IS
NOTED SINCE THE CENSUS..
OF 1910

BIG INCREASE

WatchChains
for (he Belt

'

Washington, April 27. Continental
United States now has a population
of more than 98,000,000 people, while
the country with its opssessions is
people by more than 109,000,000 people, the census bureau announced to
day.
Experts have calculated that
the population of continental United
States on July 1, 1914, will be
against 91,972,266 on April 15,
1910, when-thlast census was taken.
For the United 'states and its possessions they estimate the population
this July will be 109,021,9992 compared
with 101,748,269 .in 1910.
Estimates for cities under 100,000
have not been announced. The July
that the cities
1, 1914 estimates sho
of 100,000 or more include the fol-

Waldermar
Chains
Sautoir
Chains
,

Friendship
Bracelets
AT TAUPEIIT'S

lowing:
Denver, 245,523; Washington, 353,-37Chicago, 2,393,325;. New York
City, 5,333,539; Philadelphia,

JAPAN TO PARTICIPATE

Washington, April 27. Ambassador
Chinda today conveyed to Secretary
Estimates of the population of the Bryan the official notice that the Japstates on July 1, 1914, include: Colo anese government would do all In ita
rado, 909, 537; New Mexico, 383,551; power to assure a creditable exhibit
exfor Japan at the Panama-Pacifii
Texas, 4,257,854.
position and that no only would the
government make an exhibit, but it
woul
encourage Inivldual Japanese
FORMER EDITOR ACCUSED
Santa Fe, April 27. Benjamin F. concerns to participate.
Brown, at one time a member of the
HERBERT IS BETTER
territorial legislature and publisher
London,
April 27. Victor Herbert,
of the Mosquero Sun, Union comfy,
has been arrested on the charge of the American composer, who was operated on Saturday for appendicitis,
embezzling more than a hundred dolwas much better today.
at
lars worth of money order funds
Mosquero, where his wife was postmaster and he the assistant postmas-eer- .
Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle,
He is to be arraigned before delivered tree. Pay messenger upon
delivery. Price 10 cents er bundle.
Judge W. H. Pope this weeek.
o

-
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FIRST SERVED

aid OXFOiiS
IN TEE HOUSE

Now comes our big clearance of footwear. That means exceptional savings on shoes of dependable merit. These have been placed out on convenient tables for inspection.

AND MEN

ocso

C4.00 c,
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S4.00,S450S5.00

and OXFORDS

(LIKE CUT)
Made of finest Vici Kid, gun metal, satin,
,
patent and dull kid leather.
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ping be exempted from the payment
of tolls.
Mr, Wheeler dwelt on the'' point
that the free tolls provision did not
constitute discrimination against
other nations that would use
the canal, for the reason, that no for
eign ships could engage In American
can coastwise traffic. What discrimi
nation might be alleged, to exist, Mr.
Wheeler contended, was ln the navi
gation laws of the United States- .,,

'

m

..

dalena and Kelly because the petihad upon themnames of persons BARTON PHOMOTED AND
not on the registration books,
yet
IN
ACCIDENT those precincts will renew their ef1TKEE 'SUCCEEDS
forts to compel an elecUbn to be called
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
BUGGY IS UPSET ON THE MORA holds that even though some of the PRENTICE WILL BE CHIEF DISROAD NEAR MOEN HOME
petitioners on a local option petition
PATCHER, ACCORDING TO
Is valid if upon it appear at least 25
SATURDAY EVENING
ANNOUNCEMENT
per cent of the registered voters.
Tomorrow a change of positions will
Saturday night about 8 o'clock, near
A NAIL IN, LUNG
the residence of T. H. Moen on the
be effected in the local Santa Fe
Mora road, a. runaway occurred which
Santa Fe, April 27. VV. P. Stanley offices when J. C. Barton, for the past
resulted in the Injury of Henry Har- of Silver Citjy had a nail removed several months employed as trainmasmon, a resident of the vicinity, and from his lungs by an operation per- ter for the southern district of the
h
the slight injury of Mr. and Mrs.
formed by Dr. E. Fletcher Ingalls at New Mexico division between this city
Beveik, also residents of that Chicago. Stanley had gone to Silver and Albuquerque, will foe removed to
district.
City believing himself ill with tuber- the Colorado division to take, the posiexamination tion at' present occupied by TrainThe aocid,ent occurred when, the culosis. There an y
horse being driven by the pasty, on revealed that a nail had become lodg- master Thompson.
their waJy to this city, where Mr. ed In the lung tissues. The nail was
H. R. McKee, chief dispatcher for
Harmon was to take a train for Las quite rusty when removed from the this division, will, be promoted to
Cruces, became frightened and threw lungs.
trainmaster, succeeding Mr. Barton,
of the conveyance to
while Roy Prentice will assume the
Mines and Mining
the ground. Mr. Harmon suffered sevduties of Mr, McKee as chief diseral broken bones and numerous
The Chino Copper company is con- patcher. Superintendent F. L. Myers
scratches, while Mr. and Mrs. Beveik structing an addition to its mammoth announced these changes officially
were only slightly Injured.
power house at Hurley and will install
It will be necessary for Mn, Harmon another unit to carry the load of the
to postpone his trip for several weeks new crusher nearing completion at
WILL HELP RED CROSS
as a result of the accident.
Santa Rita. An addition will also be
Washington, Preparations were bebuilt to the workshop of the power ing made here today by committees
SUPERSTITION TO BLAME
department. The company is building representing patriotic, social and busiSantaFe, April 27. Attorneys several new cottages at Hurley and Is ness organizations to aid the Ameri
Manuel" U. Vigil and W. B. Jamison setting out shade trees on the streets can Red Cross in its reiiet worn
of Albuquerque filed a demurrer Sat- of the camp.
Should war between the United States
!
urday in the federal court to the InCommittees were
v.r?V: and Mexico come.
.!f"f:- v
dictment of San Juan Garcia, charged ; ttA GOOD OPPORTUNITY.;. .. appointed for the collection, transpor
'
with murdering Albert Leeds, another
Santa, Fe, N. M., April 27. Super- tation and storing of supplies the secAcoma Pueblo Indian. The demurrer intendent Alvan N. White today, re- retary would need.
...
raises the question of the Jurisdiction ceived a request from the educational
of the federal court and maintains authorities of New. York City to put
that the indictment does not show them in touch with a suitable candi
that the crlmgi;,was committed on date for assistant superintendent oft COAST IIAN UEGES
land over which the federal govern- schools of New York City, at a salary
ment has jurisdiction. The demurrer of 1 6,500 a year and a pension of
AGAINST REPEAL
will be argued on Wednesday of this
a year upon retirement. New
week. Leeds, the murdered man, was York is scouring the country for the
OF
found dead in front of San Juan Gar-cia- right kind of educators for that city. HE SAYS SAYS EXEMPTION
AMERICAN SHIPS WOULD NOT
house and the government alBE DISCRIMINATION
leges that Garcia shot him through
BRUMBACK IS APPOINTED
a winow from within the house. If
Santa Fe, April 27 E. M. Brum-bacthe case goes to trial, a remarkable
Washington, April 27. William H.
for IS years business manager
Wheeler of San Francisco, representstory of Indian superstition may be
of the Silver City Indepenent, has
brought out under which Leeds was
ing the chamber of commerce of that
been
appointed postmaster at Silver
before the senate com
believed to have been a wizard who
will take charge city, appeared
c
to
canals
mittee on
at will turned his enemies into dogs. City. He probably 1.
of the office on June
talk in opposition to th bill to repeal
the tolls exemption clause of the PanPROHIBITION ELECTION
ama canal act.
MADDEN BACK AGAIN
Santa Fe, April 27. Prohibition
E.
Mr. Wheeler called attention to the
Madden,
Santa Fe, April
elections have been called for June
2 at La Joya and at Los Ranchos In
ho 30 years ago had the contract to position taken by the Associated
Socorro county. Although the board supply beef to the army post at Fort Chambers of Commerce of the Pacific
of county commissioners of Socorro Bayard, has returned to New Mexico coast, when in October 1911 it passed
for local with Mrs. Madden after spending a resolution demanding that Americounty rejected petitions
can vessels engaged in coastwise ship
option elections at San Marcial, Mag- - many years In Alaska and Nevada.

HENRY I1AHM3NIS HURT tions

neutral, and that this sentence should
be added to the convention of GentSTABLISHED 1879
eva. In spite of the Interest it had
evoked when it was formulated for the
first time, the idea fell Into oblivion.
published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Recently Kiach has once more taken
(Incorporated)
upon his old Idea and explained in
several letters to the press how much
could be done If all wounded men and
Editor.
M. PADGETT...
officers 'could be cared for In the
Austrian health resorts.' These alone
could provide more than, 100,000 beds
'
for wounded soldiers. The Austrian
foreign office has taken the matter up,
Entered &t the postoKice at East and efforts will he mae for the ac
ceptance tf this plan by all nations.
Las Vegas, New Mexico for
o
...r:- States
the
United
through
IN
MICHIGAN
McDONELL
second class matter.
tms&i
S. A. McDonell, who registers from
Las Vegas, N. M., hut has extensive
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Carr.Sf
ranching interests at the head of the
Dally, by
- $ .05 Pecos, Is spending several weeka at
Per Copy
.15 Mount Clemens, Mich., according to a
OceJ Week
received by The Optic
.65 communication
One Month
"
7.60 from that place.
-Dee Year
"Mr. MeDonell says that a constant
Daily, by Mall
$6.00 diet of beans, which constitutes an
Due Tear (In advance)
3.00 important part of the
bill on bis
Six Months (In advance)- -.
7.00 ranch, has caused his stomach to go
One Tear (In arrears
3.75 bad, and he wants to get straightenBix Months (in arrears)
ed up before returning to New MexWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ico, and may remain up at the MichGROWER
igan resort for some time," the
$2.00
One Tear
continues..
trana-tclmli-
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BABY PUMPS AND SHOES
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per pair
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PERSONALS
E. S. Fursman ot Albuquerque came
in last night for a short business vls't.
T. , E. Leonard of Raton came in

last night for a short business visit.

Charles J. Wall of Denver was
a commercial visitor In Las Vegas today.
'.

.

Wis.,
busshort
a
for
night

fi N. Mitchell of Milwaukee,

ame

In last
iness, visit
John McNierney ot Kociada arrived
In Las Vegas yesterday for a short
irtisiness visit
N. S. Kark of La. Junta arrived yesterday evening for a short business;
'
;
visit in this city.
Oeorge H. Schmidt and R. K. Chase
of Kokomo, Ind., came in last night
Tor a several weeks' stay.
George Lararaore, a well known
cattleman of Santa Rosa, came in last
night for a short business visit.
Mrs. S. M. Cornett of Colorado
Springs, Colo., came in last night for
a several days' visit withfriends.
Leandro Hardson and Bob Hardson
of Santa Rosa, N. M., came in last
night for a short business visit la this
'

icity.
W. H. Dearstyne, representative

the Fetters Paper company of

for
Den-

M. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Mrs. Rose Ramsey of El Paso, Tex.,
is In Las Vegas and will remain here
for some time as a, visito''' with friends
and relatives.' '
J. G. Ogg,' recently appointed trainmaster for the northern district of
this division of the Santa Fe Railway
company, :ame in this afternoon from
Raton for a short business, visit
Prs. W. T. Brown of Valmora loft
Saturday nigt for Chicago, whete he
wlil be for) .the 'next several weeks.
He will consult with the houBe physicians pf various '.big .business houses
of that City0 and' will make several
speeches before large audiences of
a
Employes.
i
E. T. Plowman, superintendent for
the western division of the Harvey
houses extending to El Paso, Tex.,
returned to Las Vegas yesterday from
ExcelBior Springs, Mo., where he has
been for his health for the past several months. Mr. Plowman is consid- erably improved in health, but will
not resume his official duties for
several weeks.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
returned last night from Des Moines,
N. M., where he has toeen on educational business for the past several
days. While passing through Trinidad on his return, Dr. Roberts was
well enough convinced of the serious-ncsof the strike situation in that district to leave by the earliest train.
He regards the situation as one of
deep concern.

TROOPS

FEDERAL

ARE ASKED

--

ver, Colo., was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today.
James Cochran, connected with the
dining car service of the Fred Harvey company, was a business visitor
inXaa. Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Wilson of Chicago arrived in Las Vegas yesterday MRS. S. F. IIEIILEB DIED
and will remain here for the next
several weeks as visitors.
YESTERDAY IN DENVER
W. G, Oliver, representative for the
Eaton, Crane, Pipe Paper company,
of Pittsfield, Mass., came in last DEATH CAME AFTED A LONG ILLNESS; BODY WILL BE BROUGHT
night for a short business visit
Walter Weinman of Albuquerque
HERE FOR BURIAL
came in last night for a short business visit. He is connected with the
Yesterday afternoon at 3:45 o'clock
Automobile Mrs. Anne Hemler, wife of S. F. Hem- ITaynes
Albuquerque
Sales company;
ler, died at a hospital in Denver, Colo.,
Charles E. Lodge, employed in the following an . illness of about six
local offices of the Santa Fe Railway months. The body will be brought to
company, left last night for Topeka, this city, accompanied by Mr. 'Hem
Kan., where he will be for a short ler", and burial will occur here.
Mrs. Hemler was 65 years of age
time on business.
She
. Superintendent F. L. Myers of this and was born In Pontiac, 111.
division of the Santa Fe Railway com was married to Mr. Hemler in 18S7 at
pany, left yesterday afternoon in his Gridley, 111., and later moved to this
private business car for La Junta, city with M. Hemler They took up
their residence on a farm about two
Colo., on a short business visit.
Mrs. R. F. Hays returned last night miles from tais city.
On account of failing health, Mrs.
ftom La Junta, Colo., whore she was
called last week on account of the ill- Hemler went to Denver last October
ness of her husband, who underwent and uP to the past several weeks rean operation there. Mr. Hays is re- covery seemed certain. Last week,
however, a decline started and ended
ported as recovering rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carroon, Miss when &he succumber yesterday afternoon.
Gladys Carroon, Miss Frances
Besides her husband, Mrs. Hemler is
Miss Marie Clement, Miss MarC.
guerite Cluxton, Mlsa Mildred McMa-lia- survived b ya daughter, Mrs. Harry
Mrs.
and
a
of
Johnson
this
sister,
city,
Francis E. Kelley, Leon Guy and
Colbert C. Root motored to Mora yes- T. R, Thomas of Chicago. The funeral
will be held this week, but
terday and were guests at dinner at serivce
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugenio no definite announcement has been
madta as to the time.
Homero.
: Joe
Ortega, who has been employed
hy the J. H. Stearns grocery for the
EPISCOPAL CATHEDRAL
past several years, will leave tonight Santa Fe; April 27. Much interest
for Benton Harbor, Mich.,' where he ia manifested here by the movement
will take charge of a cigar store for of
Episcopalians at Photnix, Ariz., to
the Columbia Cigar comjany. The 'build a cathedral the cost of whose
establishment is one of several places first unit is to be $ 100,000, or one-ha-lf
maintained toy the firm antlis declared the cost of St. Mary's Catholic church
to oe its Best. Mr. Ortega is a na- at Phoenix. The late-- Bishop J. M.
tive Las Vegan and has a large num- Kendrick had made Phoenix the Prober Of friends here who wish him testant Episcopal see for New Mexico
siiccess in nis new venture.
and1 Arizona.

FOR
(Continued from Pago One)
...
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most grewsome happenings and terri
ble scenes.
Mexin
that
has
happened
"Nothing
ico," said a cabinet official today,
"compares with tho awful things that
have occurred in Colorado. The public mind ha for a moment been centered on Mexico, and has not observed tho great domestic, struggle between the strikers and mine guards
and the militia in Colorado.
iSenator Thomas of Colorado conferred at the White House today and
all the members of the Colorado delier
gation in congress kept in touch, w'th
the situation.
J. W. Burkehart, chairman of the
democratic committee at Chandler,
today to
Cdlqrado, in telegraphing
.Representative Keating about the miners capturing the Chandler mine, declared the only surrender of the mines
would be to federal soldiers', but that
the miners promise not to destroy
;y.?v:
propiertiy.
Secretary Garrison said today he
had not been consulted as to the send-inot troops to Colorado to handle
the mines strike situation. It was
stated at tie'- - departnient, however,
that if trooiwenei orilered to "Colo
rado, a detachment would 'be sent
from the two troops of the Twelfth
cavalry now at Fort D. A. Russell, at
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Senator Thomas, Representatives
Keating and Taylor conferred among
themselves and with the White House
y
today. Representative Taylor-todareceived a telegram from Governor
Amnions requesting the Colorado dele
gation to advise the president that the
truce between the strikers and state
authorities had been violated; that the
citizens ot Canon City are in mortal
terror; that the state militia is inadequate; that Trinidad is overrun-wit- h
armed strikers; that the police and
sheriffs are 'helpless, and the citizens
in imminent danger.
From other sources come messages
that the militia is odious to the strikers and the federal troops would have
"a wonderful effect."
Governor Amnions, in answer to a
question said that he would convene
the legislature on May 4, to consider
the situation. Members of the, Colo
rado delegation have been rushing
messages to various points in Colorado to ascertain the actual conditioa
'
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:JHo2ne BakiniS Reski35
tfm Vo$ of ILiviiiff

J

HE

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture in Experiment

No. 142 says that ten cents

Station Bulletin

three times as much protein and ten times as much- - energy a3
round steak, and with some other cuts of meat th? difference " is
even greater.
:.,.
i,,fj
If then, one really desires to reduce her weekly meat and grocery
t

i

"bills, she need only make more use of her oven.
i j
iWao ever heard man, woman or child complain that good
e
biscuits, muffins, cake and cookies appeared on the table too often? Instead the
them"
"to
meal
of
the
is
and
make
a
is
so great that something
tendency
variety
you bake yourself could well be the chief featuie of every meat,
home-mad-

the Use of K

CBaldn-Powdcr-

by

With X C, you can make things moist and rich yet have them

light and feathery, wholesome and digestible. Biscuits may be mixed
i the nit'ht before and baked fresh for breakfast. Muffins nml nnt
i be dry and heavy. Vou can make a cake bo light that you can
hardly get it out o' the pan whole, yet it will not fail.
K C Is not li'e the old fashioned baking powders. It is double
acting and continues to give off leavening gas until the dough is
cooked through, K C is sold at a fair price a large can for 25
cents. This would be no object if strength and purity were sacri- under State and National
'j (iced, but every can is fully guaranteed
We take all the chances. Your
j Pure Food Jaws and to pirate.
money back if you do not get better results with K C than any
t. king powder you ever used.
Include a can in your next grocery order, try some of the new
j
recipes that appear in this paper from time to time. Then you will
have pone far toward solving tbis vexing "Cost of Living" problem.
3

''

J

'J

ference with his attorney, Starr J.
He refused to comment on
Murphy.
the personal appeal made by President Wilson In an effort to bring about
a settlement of the Colorado coal
strike.
It was said for Mr. Rockefeller that
a statement defining his attitude
would be given out later.
Rockefeller Refuses to Yield
"We made no progress," said Foster after meeting with Mr. Rockefel
ler later. "Nothing has Deen accom
plished here today. I see no hope
that anything may be accomplished
here In the inundate future. I dont
expect to see Mr. Rockefeller again
"
today and tehall return to Washing-ton.i

worth of wheat supplies u almost

...
Home Baking is Simplified

Rockefeller Prepares Statement

New York, April 27. John D; Rockeconfeller, Jr., Bpent the forenoon in

:

Mr. Foster came to New York as
the personal representative of President Wilson. After a talk of three
hours with the younger Rockefeller
he said:
over the ground thoroughly with Mr, Rockefeller and explained
the whole situation to him. As I am
to report the result of my Interview
to the president, I don't feel Kiat I
can give the details of the conference
at this; time. T might say, liowever,
that I explained that the president did
not want to send federal troops into
the' strike district;- - that the president
was trying to prevent bloodshed.
3!'At the conclusion of the confer
ence Mr. Rockefeller told me that he
did not consider himself In a position
to arbitrate the demands of the min
ers, and the conference ended. 1
don't believe Mr. Rockefeller will do
anything further in the matter.".
Neither Mr. Rockefeller nor his per
sonal counsel will discuss the matter.

MONDAY,

APRIL 27, 1914,

Coroner B. B. Sipe and District Attorney J. J. Hendricks today visited
the Ludlow military headquarters to
take testimony regarding the burning
of the tent colony and make plans
for the inquest over the victims. At
military headquarters they conferred
with Major Edward Boughton, judge
advoca;e, who had begun an investi
gation of the tragedy.
'
Victims Are Burled
When they buried' Louis Tikas, the
rifleman ho last wieek battled with
state troops at Ludlow and wore the
red handkerchief, the army of Agullar
todajy laid dowr their guns and held
wax tapers as they joined in the solemn chant prescribed toy the Greek
church for thp burial of its dead.
Br.Ikan w&i' veterans, lately emerged from the smoke of gunpowder and
of blazing mines, (breathed the incense
fumes from the silver censier which
the priest swung over the three black
caskets where lay the bullet pierced
bodies of "Louis the Greek,"' Nick
Lonfiakis and Nick Tommick, the last
two having fallen in the fighting about

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, because then
yon have a check on each bill. It is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, .because the bank keeps your ac
oounta straight for you and saves you many hour of work and worry, start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account

:

.

DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

.

PEOPLES BANK M TRUST CO.
Capital and Surplut $122,747.00

"

TODAY'S

-

American League
at Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.

from the Cradle to

New York

"Jesus, give a

place in Heaven to

the priest, Eseas
dn the Greek tongue.
Bapkopullusi,
"Jesus, bring life from the grave,"
solemnly
repeated the dark-facefighting men who crowded the undertaker's chapel.
If Louis has any' enemies,
j "Jesus,
may they forget their "hostility,"
'
chanted' Pete Tsiregotis, th6i young
6trikervwho had been chosen new
commander of the strikers, succeeding
to the fallen Tikas. He stood, beside
the priest The tapers had burned
low. The place was dim with incense.
But the priest chanted on, his iron
gray hair and flowing beard in sombre contrast with his gold and
robes
Outside, throngs of strikers not of
the Greek natlon-ItalianGermans,
Mexicans, Russians, Poles, Servians,
Bulgarians, Lithuanians, Croatlans,
stood patiently waiting to join the
'
procession to the grave. And on the
riflemen
of
town
guardthe
grim
edge
ed the new tent colony of the strikers,
while a few miles north
the rattle of grounded muskets and
the sharp challenge of sentries in the
militia camp gave evidence that the
reign of hate and war in the Colorado
coal fields was not yet ended.
chanted

d

siver-wove-
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A

powerful Society Drama in one act and sonjjs
from Japanese Operas by accomplished artists.

All games postponed.
YESTERDAY'S

RESULTS

National League
'
At Chicago
Pittsburgh

l

R.H.E.

:

...6

;:....

C0aki) ...

2

8
4 12

SEATS on SALE at MURPIIEV3
-

MONDAY

TUESDAY

-

Childrenlinder

R. H.E,
4 3
5 8 2

2

':

Cincinnati ...
Batteries: Lalee, Hopper and Sny- Denver ..
St. Joseph
der; Yingling and Clark, Gonzales.

Western League
W.

Des Moines

... .......

.5

.

.... .... .5

.

L.
2

Pet.

3

.625

4

.556
.444
.444

4N

5

4

5

4

5

3

5

.3

6

.778

.444
.375
.333

R. H.E.
2

7

3

WEDNESDAY.

CALENDAR OF SPORTS
FOR THE COMINK WEEK
t-

14

years 25c.

,

7

(

Wichita ....
American League
R. II. E. Sious City
St. Louis-De- troit
1 7 3 Topeka
St. Louis
,..
....4 8 3 Omaha
Batteries : Vanse, Dulus and Stan- - Lincoln
age; Weilman and Crossln.
At Cleveland
Chicago

. -

and

Pricesi?5c and 50c

2

Batteries: ' Conzelman, McQuillan,
Cooper and Coleman; Lavender and
Archer.'

At Cincinnati
St. Louis

Interest

Every phase of Japanese life superbly illustrated and
depicted at vividly as though seen by the audience.

4 12 0
Cleevland
Batteries:
Cieotte,
Scott,
Faber,
The
and Schalk; Bianding and Carisch.
by

mining camp captured yesterday
the strikers was
peacefully
today by the militia. Not a shot was
fired. The mine buildings and houses
were undamaged except for that
wrought by bullets. The machinery
was said to have been damaged con'
siderably. Chandler ,was deserted
when the militia arrived, and no strik
ers were sighted In the surrounding
hundreds,
f
At 9:30 0'ctocTc
troops.
followed closely by four companies of
infantry, started jn a reoonnaisance In
the direction of Chandler, under orders to provoke ho trouble but to
If fired upon', and not to attempt
to retake Chandler by force. No strik
ers were found in that vicinity. It was
probable that a small detachment
would remain at Chandler until the
residents who were driven out yester
day In the battla in. which, one man
was killed, had returned. The re
maining .militiamen were ordered to
return to Canon City.
The arrival of General Chase early
today with 200 militia had a quieting
letffect on the residents. An effort by
General Chase to parley with leaders
of a force of miners at Prospect
Heights, a suburb was unsuccessful.
Hostility Toward Militia
:,
Official Agues place the number of
strlkera in Fremont county t 2,600,
wKom expressions,' of hostility
to the 'ndlltia are heard frequently.
With about 100 citizens serving as
deputies an guard, Canon City spent
a quiet night.
Charles Velo, a miner, wounded in
yesterday's fight, was brought to the
hospital here today. Both his hands
had been torn off by an explosion of
'
'
'".-- f
his rifle.
air-'bn-

Federal League

ia Prove in Jap

A Night of Enthralling

n

s,

Militia Retakes Camp
Canon City, Colo., April 27.

'
National League
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.

--

APRIL 29.

WEDNESDAY,

4' 4

4
Monday

Thursday
Opening of annual spring gol tour-nament of the Country Club of Lake- wood, N. J.
Nek York

State Baseball league
opens its season.
Friday
Annual meet of South Atiantie Intercollegiate A. A. opens at Baltimore.
Western Baseball association opens
its season.
Saturday
Michigan-Cornell
outdoor athletic
meet an Arbor,. Mich.
BISHOP

Santa Fe, April. 27. The department of education received word today that W. L. Bishop has been reelected superintendent of the public
schools of Gallup for the next two
years and that Bishop has practically
recovered from the brutal assault of
a 0aUun banker Who is charged with
attacking Bishop on the street.

Gene Delmont vs. "Knockout" Mars,
Federal League
R. H. E. 10 rounds, at Cincinnati,
At Chicago
Annual tournament
ot . National
: .... .12 14 ' 2
Kansas City ...
and
Duck
4
4
10
congress
Candlepln
Bowling
Chicago
Batteries:
Henning and Easterly; opens In Worcester, Mass.
Tuesday
Prendergast, Brennan and Wilson.
Twentieth annual Canadian National
At Indianapolis
R. H. E. horse show opens in Toronto.
Leaph Cross vs. Freddie Welsh, 20
3 6 1
St. Louis
DEALERS MUST PAY
5 8 4 round3, at Los" Angeles.
Indianapolis
Washington,
Al
vs.
April 27. Finding na
10
McCoy
ounds
Chip,
George
Batteries:
Willett, and Hartley;
constitutional objection to, a law makat
York.
New
Mullin and Texter.
Jess Willard vs. George Rodel, 10 ing saloonkeepers liable for damaat
resulting from their sale of liquor.
rounds, at Atlanta.
Western League
tne supreme court today Ismissed the
of
annual
show
bench
of
Opening
At Omaha
R. H.E.
of Louis W. Prenica, a saloon-it- s
appeal
the
Golden
Gate
club
Kennel
at
San
2
19
Omaha
.18
of Nebraska City, Neb., from a
Francisco.
1 5 W
Des Moines
Opening of the season of the East judgment of the Nebraska
court
Batteries: . Stevenson and Shistak;
holding him liable in the sum of f 3,000
ern Baseball association.
Salisbury, Slattery and Haley.
Union baseball association opens its to Mrs. May Bulger for her husband's
session,' with. Murray at O- - Ion, Hel- becoming an habitual drunkard.
At Topeka-TopeR.H.E. ena
at Boise, and Butte at Salt Lake
...
5 16 1
ASKS STATE AID
City.
Lincoln.
5 10 2
Santa Fe, April
Wednesday-,,No,
Batteries: Brown and McAllister;
Jack (Twin) SulHvan vs. Johnny 28 in Guadalupe county, has appltcl
Cooney, Monroe and Meyer.
to the department of education"
Murphy, 10 rounds, at Elmira, N. Y.
for
state
aid to the amount of f 135.64 t
Chick
vs.
10
Alvie
Hayes,
MIll3r,
At Wichita
R. H.E.
finish fiv months of school. TSa
at Lorain. O.
Denver
8 11 4 rounds,
New England Baseball Ibague opens application will be closely scrutinize
Wichita ...
.,
....5 11 2 its season, with Haverhill at Lowell, as on Its face the amount asked
;
Batteries:
"WelfeL Gaskeli and
Lewiston at Lawrence, Lynn at Fitch-burg- h four months of school have
,,
Spahr; Durham and Graham.
and Portland at Worcester.
held, seems to be excessive.
Southern Michigan Bastball league
j
opens season.'
Subscribe for Tba Opti.
'
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STANDING OF THE CLUBS
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National League
W.
8

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Brooklyn

L

Pet.

2

.800

.5

J.

, , . ... ...... 5
.

4
Chicago .
TO MEET
C. A. Whee- - Cincinnati ... ....... 14
Santa Fe, April 27,-- tr.
2
lon returned this noon from a visit to New Xork' ...1
........ 2
various Masonic lodges to arouse in Boston .
terest dn the next Scottish Rite re
American League
union at Santa Fe to be held early In
W. I
the summer. It is thought that over
...7 4
a hundred Masons will take the fourth Chicago ...
...7 4
to thirty-secondegrees, inclusive at Detroit ...
New York
3
..4
that reunion.'
4
4
Washington ...
1

d

,.,......5

Mill

JfL'EY

.714

MASONS

4
Boston
FRENCH ELECTION UNDECIDED
St.
Louis
27.
Although 351 depParis, April
Looking for Machine Gjns
.'3
uties were definitely chosen in yester PlulatfeipHia
I
Trinidad, Coq. April 27. Dr. Ben day's general election of 'the French Cleevland
....3
Beshoar, physician for the United ohambor of deputies the country will
Mine Workers
of America, today have to await the result of the 251
Federal League
made a search of the First National second ballots on May 10, before it
V..
bank building. Strikers have charged can tell whether the present govern
.S
Louis
that machine guiis were, located in ment will obtain a majority. The uiialo . .
4
this .building, in which are the Trini known results do not, indicate any re- iaiUmore ..
...4
dad oftices of the Colorado Fuel and markable change in the composition Brooklyn .
.Z
iron, company..
I
Today the ofiicGrs of the partle
of the First National bank invited
JnrManapolis
i
Dr. Bwshoar to search the. nhwe No
4
K;insns City
nacwne guns were found.
.
PittKburp-Subscribe tor Toe Optra
...2
j.
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LODDY RESTAURANT

TWO

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDUJB

II

Although glare in Illumination has
been described rather, aptly as "light
out of place" on the
principle
that dirt 1b "matter out of place" and
condemned for that reason, the quantitative relations of the subject are
usually entirely forgotten, or
Nothing is more exasperating than the glare of an unshielded
are lump while within the field of
rtew and a few yards off, and yet
the same lamp in the game part of the.
field a couple of blocks away is not
in the slightest degree disturbing to
Moreover, a suffithe normal eye.
ciency quantity of light may become
very annoying, although its angular
position in the field is such that were
It trivial in amount no one would pay
any attention to it. It is these quantitative relations of things that should
be impressed on people who are working with the best intentions toward
Improving the conditions of illumination. The public seldom realizes the

ue

mison-dersteo-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

KfflflT

CHAPMAN

d.

COLUMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

the Middle Ages Hay Was Comparatively Unknown, at Least In
England.

Reg-?jksl-

.s!i

Meets first and third Taefr
day evenings each month at Weot
men hall. Visiting brothers cord!
fy Invited to attend. C. N. Dciuffla
W. P ; Nicholas Cordova, Secretr
E.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-,- .
TOcatlon flwt Monday in
v
V each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No.
A.
o. No.
Brinegar, H. p.;
No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.

W

East Bound
Arrive

I. ... ,7:20
4. ...11:54

j.

4. Meets
every Monday erening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
brethren cordially Invited to
attend.
.DuCUOuUo, in. u.; a. T. Rogers,
Ssslo
m. jwwooa,
v.,
secretary; Karl
Wertz.- Treasurer- - - n
. ilBUgCOCK,
FOR SALE Singer sewing machine, Cemetery Trustee.
dining table and other furniture at
810 Douglaa avenue.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of
each
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00. month Elks"
home on Ninth street
Money must accompany order. Will and Douglas avenue. Visitingtreat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. are cordially invited. Wm. H.Mhm
Spring
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
er, jauea Rmier; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
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Hay seems to have been little known
the middle ages. Stock was wintered mostly on straw and leaves. Tus-se- r,
who wrote in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, gives much advice to the
farmer as to the cutting and storing
of green branches, which might serve
as fodder, when pasture failed. He
is particular as to the desirability of
saving the beech cuttings for the
milch cows; whereas for sheep anything would do. A miserable dependence, it would appear to us now, but
then it seems to have been looked on,
if not as a matter of course, at least FOR RENT Suite of rooms in modern
a thing practised by the more fore
ihome, also single room; cannot rent
handed and capable. There must have
to consumptives. 1034 Eighth street
been some natural meadows In EngPhone Main 608.
land, even then, but perhaps all their
of
horses
for
was
the
saved
produce
kings. As far as I can recollect, there FOR RENT Furnished room, good
is no mention of hay in Shakespeare,
location. Apply Optic.
if we except Bottom's remark: "Good
hay, sweet hay, hath no fellow," and
even that suggests its rarity.
By
Milton's time, a hundred years later,
"The mower whets his scythe," "And WANTED
Farm hand at the Harvey
the tanned haycock in the mead" were
ranch.
Addresst
Box B., Oity,
a
From
familiar country objects.
"Farmer's Note Book," by C. E. D.
WANTED Well bred pigs a month
Phelps.
or 0 weeks old. Address H. A. Har
For a Purpose.
Harvey, Box B., City.
"How do you like my arrangement
of the lights?" asked the hostess of a WANTED
Experienced cook. Apply
lady guest at the dinner table.
1053 Eighth street.
"You mean having them of different
In

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.

F.

World.
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Five cent per line each Insertion.
P KNIGHT8
TE M PLAJR
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quantitative relations of things, and
when these are Important Bhould be
made to comprehend them as quickly
as it does the quantitative values. By
all means let us work toward the reduction of glare, but first lot us find
out from a practical standpoint what
is really to be desired. Electrical
GREEN BRANCHES AS FODDER

.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
H
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday nlikt B
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas aven
third Thursday
In 8 o'clock.
Waiting member art M
each month. Visiting diaUy welcome. J. C. Wert. Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; 0,
ft,
M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
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For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon I
"if you use

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street on the

EMPRESS
FLOUR

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-maPresident;"" A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

It

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do
ny
when
way
you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. VIsltins
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Lim Secretary.

FLOUR realb

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. S4t
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Tue

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

every flrt
day of the month in the vestry roomi
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock
m. Visiting brother are
cordially In
Sewing; prices reasonable. vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
Richert, 402 East National Greenclay, Secretary.

"Yes. I do it for a purpose. You WANTED
Mary M.
see, some are blue, some red, and
some white. Well, you know, one has
avenue.
to invite people to one's house whem
one perfectly detests. The other night WANTED
Maternity cases by nurse
i had to welcome the two Misses
with ten years experience, two
Carr. I quite detest them, but you
years hospital training. Practical
must be friendly. They are very pretprices. 725 Sixth street, Telephone
ty, but I put each of them under a
Main 113.
pale blue light, and they looked perfectly ghastly. They spent a very
bad quarter of an hour and I was
happy. Now "
The hostess looked up, and grew as
red as the light above her.
LOST Between Douglas and National
The other lady looked up too.
signet ring, Initial E. Finder
She was under a blue light!
please notify Optic ofilco.

, Depart
7:45 f.
11:61 J. m
'
2:30. a. at
2:00 9. m

p. m

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj

lxve at Woodmen of the

World hall
m the second and fourth Monday o)
-ach month at 8 p. m. c. H. Stewart
Consul; o. Laemmie, Clerk; Z. W
vjnntague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
member are especially weleone an

SILVER
FRENCH.
REY (STERLING) FINISH

ordially invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. MeU second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

EMPRESS
can be ok- -

For Business Success.
Poneer building. Visiting member
4
If the young man of toda; would
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne, I tained in thii city from
observe a little more closely the things
G K.; Frank Anjrel, F. S.
about him, always having in mind to
perfect or improve some part of the FOUND Bunch of
keys. Owner may
work in which he' Is directly or Indi
nave same by calling at Optic office
succhances
of
bis
rectly Interested,
'
and paying for ad.
cess will be materia'ly improved. In2,000 Iba, or More, Each
par 1fl 1Mb
Dlvry
stead of doing Just the work for which
1,000 1b., to 2,000 lb., Each Delivery ,.....-...25-o
par 11
he is paid and which is ezneoted of
ATTOKNEY8
200 Ibt to 1,003
Each Delivery ,M.w.M.MMSo per 119
lb.
him, if he would try to do the work
of the man just ahead of him, observlb? to SOS lb., Each Delivery ..M.M.....M4e per 119 lb&
HUNKER A HUNKER
than 68 Ibtu, Each Delivery .M.w.M.MMie per 9$ Itai
Laa
ing how it has been done and what
chance there is for improvement, he George A. HunKer. Chester A. Hankei
Attornsy-at-Lawould not only be benefiting his emNew Mexl
ployer, but laying 'a foundation for Las Vega.
better and greater things for himself.
Harv eater, etorers, aad Distributors ef Ratmral lee, the ParK W3
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Employers of today are constantly
Luiiau Qualities el Whieh Have Made La Veies
on the look out for promising material,
Dentist
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS. AVENUE
and young men should always keep
Dental work of any description at
this in mind ?nd govern themselves
moderate prices
accordingly. Exchange.
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 3S1. Residence Phone Main 413
"Wet" Blanket
Rest Las Yeeag. New Mexico
A would be member of parliament
for a certain British constituency, who
paid a "political agency" to prepare Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladle
his speeches, one nlgbt during a genMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
eral election met with a heartrend- General' Massage, Hair and Scalp
ing disaster. - Delivering his oration
Treatment Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
with appropriate gesticulation in its
cure. Chiropody.
most eloquent parts, be got safely to
Stsam Laundry Building
the middle of one of his highest
Phone Vegas 123
flights, when he surprised his audience
Sia-- e
g
!
by adding, in thunderous tones, to Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
tie
C)ame4 adj. mw
a remarkably fine passage, "Here stop
mm
rt4
tt.Ua
rtHlai
who
EST
thoe
MIGHl
tie
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"
and take a drink of water."
JONEBOWEJ?S MONUMENT CO
The words were a cote inserted by
WMS3 v $nt.St:Z3i
M3
wm
M.
N.
l
T. property ye
Albuquerque,
the gentleman who supplied the
215 E. Central
5J
Ml t3
dewhe reada tie Ma. li
fifrmspeech to guide the orator in hla
23 Years Practical Experience.
effect.
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to
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Shades of Consistency!
NEW MEXICO TESTING LABORAIt was in the conservatory.
TORIES
"Won't you let nio hug yo?" he
ASSAY ANYTHING
murmured ardently.
"Not here," she replied. "It wouldn't 415 Copper Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
be proper."
Going out on the dance floor they
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By JOHN

BEAUMONT.

T5e here," said Chester hotly. "If
fci think I stole the riug, why don't'
you gay so and search me?"'
"Vincent," cried Elvis, "How can
pu say such a thing?"
Tb simply putting Into word
what Miss Celeste hag been hinting
for tue last ten minute," he cried.
"Celeste may have been
to In her remarks," Bald John Noalles
soothingly, "but she meant nothing of
hat sort."
Ever
Vincent Chester laughed.
rtnee Mis Celeste Noalles descended
pon her brother's household at' the
4ea,th of his wife, she had fought
Vincent. lie was a boy then but even
then In love with Elvla and Miss
Celeste had higher Ideas of matri
mony for her very attractive niece.
This' evening the two had been examining i ring and somehow, none
knew how. It had disappeared. They
fcad hunted all over for it, hut it could
not be found and it was to be expected that Miss Celeste's acid tongue
would but thinly veil her suspicious
thoughts.
s
"If Mr. Chester's conscience Is
chuckled Miss Celesta, "I can
mnderstand that be takes to himself
purely Impersonal speeches."
Vincent turned to Mr. Noatlee. "Will
yon search me, sir?" he asked.
"Nonsense, cried his host. "Celeste,
tor heaven's sake keep stllL My boy,
ao one believes that you would steal
Anything except one thing."
He patted Elvia's shoulder mean
Ingly to explain his last sentence, and
thereby added fuel to Mlsa Celeste's
'

un-ay,- "

Hame.

'1 don't see why he should not be
searched," she fumed. "The ring was
here a moment ago and now it is
gone."
"You see," said Vincent. "Again I
ask you to search me."
"My boy, you were not a day old
when I first took you In my arms,"
said Mr. Noailes. "I would as soon
accuse myself of crime as to believe

it

of you."
"Well, If you won't," said Vincent
briskly, "I'll have to do it myself, I

guess."
Rapidly he turned out the contents
of his pockets, spreading them on the
table, John Noailes sprang forward as
though to stop hint, but Elvia laid a
detaining hand upon his shoulder
"It Is better so," she whispered. "It
is the only way to convince auntie."
They stood silent until the things
had been returned to Chester's pockets, then Mr. Noailes stepped forward.

.

"This should satisfy you, Celeste,"
he said sternly. "I want to tell you
that if you ever raise the question
again I shall not condone your second
offense."

-

--

'

-

-

"Something about a ring," chuckled
the first as he read the first paragraph. "Listen. 'At several crises in
my liffi,'" he read, " '1 have turned to
you for advice, and you Lave never
failed me. ty'ow, in sore distress of
mind, I come to you Tor advice as to
a ring, which I have reason to believe
was stolen. I will acquaint you with
"
the facts In
"Cut it," urged the other. "Just use
'Your first suspicion
the old stand-by- .
was correct.' That'll do as good as
anything."
The reader scribbled on the pad of
paper before him and slipped It in the
A couple of days
return envelope.
later ;Mlss Celeste read the confirmation of her suspicion and bore it In
triumph to her brother.
John Noailes came a close to
swearing at a woman as he had ever
donq' in his life, but he checked his
temper and solemnly warned her of
the folly of giving hoed to the charlatans.! But even as he spoke he knew
that hbthing would convince her of
Vincent's innocence save the finding
of the riog.
Gradually it became noised about
the towh that the spirits had told Miss
Noailes that Chester was a thief.
Vincent hid not been near the house
since that night, and the apparent
break verified the gossip. It began to
look ugly for his prospects when Miss
Noailes was moved to entertain a few
friends.
Elvla sat apart from the reBfc trying
to appear interested In the conversation while her thoughts were with
Vincent, when suddenly Miss Celeste
sat up in her cbalr.
"That miserable kitten has brought
a bone in here?" she cried as an irregular rattle on the hardwood floor
broke upon her ears. "She Is forever
playing with bones."
Elvla sprang toward her aunt The
kitten was one Vincent had given her,
and for that reason disliked by Miss
Celeste. Just as they turned to the
heavy cap cabinet nnder which the
kitten was playing Shah bounded out
cabinet in
from under the
pursuit of his plaything.
Elvia's startled cry scared him and
he scampered off, abandoning his toy.
Elvia pounced upon it
"Do you remember that Shah was
playing in here that night?" she cried.
"This is what he was playing with."
She held up a jeweled circle. "The
ring dropped on the floor and the
sparkle of the diamond attracted
Shah. As long as he was on the rug
we did not hear him. He must have
knocked it under the cabinet. Nellie
never sweeps under there; look." She
caught up a light cane and poked
under the cabinet The dirt she swept
out showed that the ring could easily
have lain there since its loss.
"Perhaps you will believe the Rays
now," laughed John Noailes, coming
forward. "I guess I'll call up Vin
cent."
'I'll call him," volunteered Elvla.
'I guess you had better, daughter,"
he laughed. "You can promise any
thing if he will come over."
Elvia's promise must have been at
tractive, for Chester borrowed an
automobile to come in, and after Miss
Celeste had humbled herself to an
apology, John Noailes insisted that
that ring be the engagement one.
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PASTOR'S SECOND TRIAL

OLD-TIM-

SCHOOL

E

HOUSE

Now Chiefly a Thing of the Past, But
Its Memory Linger Within the
Heart of Many.

There are some today who can
look back with warm emotion to the
life of the quaint red school houses

which once dotted the country. A
few of these
halls of learning still stand bare sad there, just
off the dusty roadways or behind
miniature Alps in snow according to
the season. Many prominent men
and women profited by the training
of these picturesque educational institutions. Here we were taught the
three R and the rudiments of other
branches. The masters formed the
young minds entrusted to their care
with the aid of the birch rod, the
dunce cap and other primitive equipment The science of pedagogics of
the period was largely based upon the
principle that "to spare the rod was
to spoil the child." It was the day
of singing geography and the spelling bee.
Handwriting and literary
style were formed upon the
school slate. Long before
the days of hygienlo equipment the
water supply, consisted of a pail from
which all helped themselves with the
same dipper.
The modern school la a vhI advance over the methods that were employed is the little red school. And
ret th "wider use of the school
plant.' which "would 'make it the center of community activity for civic
welfare, la only the development after
all of tire education system which
had Its first expression in that same
one-roo-

Sunday School association bids fair to
AGAINST COTTON OIL TRUST
April 27. The accomplish gratifying results in tb- Jackson, Miss., April 27. The antiNorris, former way of stimulating interest in Sunday trust suit of the state of Mississippi
pastor of the First Baptist. Church in school work throughout the state. against the American Cotton Oil comthis city and who is under indictment Several hundred delegates and visit- pany aud concerns aleged
alliod
on a charge of arson in connection ors are attending the sessionw, which with it was called; for trial here towith the burning of the church par- will contiuue over tomorrow aud Wed- day.
are
Ninety-eigh-t
defendants
sonage two years ago, came up in nesday, Governor West, Dr. John H. named In the suit The attorney gencourt today for trial. Some time ago Boyd of Portland and others of promi eral seeks the dissolution of the alDr. Norris was tried and acquitted on nence are scheduled amoni; the
leged combine and the collection of
to-h-

MEET
COTTON MANUFACTURERS
New York, April 27. Manufacturers
of cotton goods, assembled here from

and had slipped back
the next afternoon to purchase some
mo
of the bOOKB wnicn gave
to ask questions by mail.
Once or twice since then she had
consulted the oracle and now she was
where-boutwriting for advice as to the
of the ring. It was well for
her faith that she was not present at
the answering of her question.
Two young men sat before a table
In a cheap theatrical boarding house
when a messenger entered with a
nackasre of letters to add to the pile
on the table. One of them caught
the thick blue envelope up.
"Here's another whole book to be
answered," he laughed as he slit open
the cover. "Twelve pages," he gasped

Accomplishment

ur

,

s

T.ittle Dorothy, who lives out on the
West side, was studying her Sunday-schoo- l
lesson a few weeks ago. The
lesson was in the Old Testament and
didn't Interest the girlie much until
she came to a subject which she
thought she recognized.
"Did Moses
"Mamma," she said.
have the same trouble with his stom
ach that papa has?"
'Why, dearie, what a question!
What do you mean?"
."Well, it says here that the Lord
v Moses two tablets," replied the
earnest little student Brockton En
terprise.
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Interest PoJd On Deposits

For-Joc-

a tiny, square-headewindow, the oldest feature In
and
the church, being
cut out of a single stone. It Is amply
large for the population, which is
about 35 in a parish of 1,337 acres. In
Bummer the church is crowded, owing to the influx of visitors from
many parts of the world.
lit

by

v

Iron-barre- d

!

have.
"If they ask you to dine with them,"
papa had said, "you must say, 'No,
thank you; I have already dined.'"
It turned out just as papa had an
ticipated.
"Come along, Marjorie," said hei
little friend's father, "you must have
a bite with us."
"No, thank you," said the little girl,
with dignity; "I have already bitten."
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English bearing was pacing the front
veranda at one of the fashionabio
hotels at Atlantic City not long ago
Suddenly he came to a stop, readjust
s
ed his
and turned to an ac
No Fancy Names.
quaintance who was standing by.
"Bah Jove!" said he, "all the girls
"Do you think we have returned to
the traditions of democratic simplic- around here smile at me."
have
"Well, that shows that y
as be turned over the closely written ity?"
"Not a doubt of it! It's the Brat some manners," quietly rotiTrned the
pagos.
winter in years I have heard of a other. "Anywhere else they would
"She must want her money's worth.
a plain,
laush outright" niiiPtrated Sunday
the
prominent man having
"What's the question?" laughed
cold."
Magazine.
aUi&r. "Love or tbeftF
eye-glas-

tt-e-

1

flfiDR

KJ

c;;ly

y n

I
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Mannerly Girls.
A tall young man with a distinctly

"

Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

it

just tike Papa.

SURPLUS

58,e09.M

e,

it

creating
Alcays Inreading accomplishments.
clined to the supernatural, she had
teen greatly impressed by the Rays'

PAID IN

.
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st

le&gh-teen-

"Very well," said Miss Celeste with
Smithsonian Institution.
a shrug of her shoulders. "Since 1
The Smithsonian Institution at
seem to be so much In the way here
Washington is the gift of the people
I suppose that Mr. Chester will perof the United States of James Smith-somit me to retire."
of England, who, In dying in i i
She swept grandly from the room,
left under certain conditions a
1S29,
leaving the three to face each other
of $541,379 for the establishbequest
uncomfortably. All knew that Miss VISIT TO FORMER CANNIBALS ment of an Institution "for the inCeleste was not satisfied, and were
crease and diffusion of knowledge
fearful of her next outbreak.
Had Been Reformed, but One Member among men."
The original amount
Each tried to appear at ease, but
of the Party, at Least, Was
been increased by other be
since
has
the pleasure of the visit was gone and
Not at Ease.
quests and means to about $900,000.
presently Chester made an excuse for
The government Is invested by act of
A number of natives came to greet
taking his departure. Elvia followed
congress in a board of regents, comhim to the door.
us when we landed at Bau, among posed of the vice
president and chiei
"Will you drop In tomorrow eve- them a few whom the consul seemed
of the United States, three senjustice
"We
shall
she
asked.
proba- to know. They volunteered to act as ators
ning?"
appointed by the vice president
bly be able to tell you then where escorts for us, and by .various expres- three representatives appointed by the
wo found the ring."
sions tried to convey the idea that speaker of the house of representa"I am "freld that I cannot get they were glad to see us.
tives and six citizens chosen by conaround," he said uncomfortably. "If
A school forms one side of the gress;
The presiding officer,
'you find it will you write?"
square; across from this stands the
is the president of the United
"Wont you come over?" pleaded council chamber, built on the trench States.
Blvia, but Vincent shook his head. where the bodies were roasted for
!Hf had been shocked by the accusa-'.Hon- , their former feasts.
The old headOenerou Hospitality.
and not even the belief of Elvia stones against which Cacobau used to
Calling at a Christian borne in Jaand her father could salve his wound- dash the brains of his victims still
ed feelings yet. It seemed almost as stands and ' the anchor and rudder pan recently, the lady of the house
"Helen 1b sow eighteen. She
thpnth he were passing out of Elvia's of a French ship wrecked near Bau said:
was left an orphan at three years of
Ue- beside
life.
Beneath a picture of Queen Victo age, and I told my husband we would
Up in her room Miss Celeste wai
keep her as long as we could, and
sitting at her writing table, while her ria I saw an old sword swinging, says Bhe is here
yet" Even this is scarce
I
Herald.
Christian
the
in
sheet
of
covered
writer
a
sheet
after
pen
busy
to Turkish hospitality as rely
equal
was
a
French
found
it
It
and
until
she
Not
had
examined
written
mote paper.
by the Daily Telegraph: "When
dozen pages did she cease her work weapon, the sword of the unfortunate ported
I
asked
my friend how long she ex,
nd then going over to her bureau French vessel's commander.
me to stay, she was surprised
During the time this was going on pected
be unlocked the upper drawer and
You need never go
From Jim Ratu Kadavu's servant, who Is a at my question.
drew forth a gaudy title-pagare
There
away.
guests here who
musa
of
she
large,
particularly good type
the inside of this
clipped
I
came
did
as
a few days, but
for
ran
his
coupon which she attached to the le- cular race, approached me,
have never gone away at alt.'"
they
and
waist
slowly
my
around
into
hand
an
it
before
slipping
tter
down my thigh, and smacked his lips
with a wicked smile. I laughed at
Remembered Instructions.
while
JL
the
before,
visiting
f
year
this display of aboriginal humor, but
to
a
visit
She was a little girl 'and very po
been
tempted
Icity, she had
for the sword of the lite. It was the first time she had
raudeville theater at which a man not very heartily,still
swung before my been on a visit alone, and she had
were French captain
nd woman known as the
been carefully Instructed how to be
a sensation with some mind eyes.
.

CAPITAL

Rub the Joints with BALLARD 3
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheum.
tism. It penetrates the flesh, to tint

bone conveying its soothing and restorative Influence to the spot whe
Price 25c, Mc aad
$227,000,000 in fines for alleged viola- the pain eslsts.
Sold by Central
law. $1.00 per bottle.
tions of the etatea' anti-truMore than 400 telegraph agents and Drug Co. Adv.

a.charge of having set fire to the speakers.
church. The trial was of a highly sensational character and attracted much
Bubscrine for The wpne.
attention. The indictment for burning
the parsonage is the last of the series
of cases against the former minister.

many parts of the country today to
take up for discussion and decide on
matters of great Importance to the
cotton manufacturing industry; The
occasion of the gathering is the
annual meeting of the American Cotton Manufacturers' Association. The opening session waa held
this afternoon.
at the Waldorf-Astori- a
President Stuart W. Cramer presided
and delivered his annual address.
Borough President McAneny delivered
an address of welcome and T. H. Iten-niof Pell City, Ala., responded for
the visitors, N. C Cobb, of the department of agriculture, explained the
spinning tests of the different government standard grades of cotton, and
Ralph. M. Odiell, a special agent of the
department of commerce, delivered an
address on "Studies in Foreign Cotton
small,
poorly equipped, unlovely, but greatly loved little red Goods Markets." At the conclusion of
the convention tomorrow the members
school house. Christian Herald.
of the association will go to Boston to
eee the textile machinery exhibit in
CHURCH IN ENGLISH WOODS
that city.
Of Great Antiquity, Sacred Edifice in
OREGON SUNDAY SCHCCi ;
North Devon Prove Big Attracto-tion to Visitor.
Albany, Ores April
day with a large attendance aud evCulbone church, which among many erything In good working order, the
others claims to be the smallest annual convention of the Oregon State
chmch in England, is situated on the
coast of North Devon, not far from
the picturesque little village of
and the church is so guarded
by hills and woods that the sun's rays
reach it only four months of the year.
The building is but 33 feet long by
12 feet 8 inches wide, and has a
nave, carved oak chancel
porch,
Bcreen and Norman font, an alabaster
altar piece and a quaint high pew
near the chancel, used by the family
of Lord Lovelace, by whom the prop
erty is owned. The slanted chancel is
,

operators in all parts of the stats
have been summoned to testify as u
messages that have passed ,betwe
Use company officials and tka oil mi'M

Fort Worth, Texas,
case of Dr. J. Frank
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

C'CHT

LOCAL

We Have Today Unloaded Another Car
o! that Splendid

NEWS

ia

Bostonian shoes $1 and $5 values
for 2.95. Taichert's. Adv.
As a result of an inspection, the
dairy herd at the Valinora sanitarium,
which is composed of 22 head, has
been pronounced free from

1!

A

of In and near the city.

Don't You Want a Sack?

" Pinch's

?l

tame'

Golden Wedding Rye, aged

'

The Modern, Woodmen of America
witt meet this evening at 8 o'clock for
their regular business, session. The
W.
meeting will be held in the W.
hall, and' all members are requested
'

Store

to be

presen.t.

FRESH

.

LADS FROM ACROSS RIVER PROVE
BASEBALL SUPERIORITY
YESTERDAY

35 Cents Each
have an excellent line
fresh vegetables and
fruit every day?

2,

The game proved to be a good conway. Although numerous
errors were observed, yet the East
side: boys seemed to bring out the
fact that they ere after the West side
scalps and that they are going to get

test all the

mm

IL

GE1CER AND BASER

'

III'

'

(

IS?

WHAT

i

jr.-

-

It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER

Martin.

W. II. Dearstyne of the Peters Paper, company of Denver, who was here
today, said he was sorry to see so
many lawns , defaced by dandelions.
Mr. Dearstyne says if the people will
got busy right now and dig up the
dandelions before they go to seed
they will reduce the number of the
pests later in the summer by many

THE LIGHT LOVELY LOAVES.
If

A t!T

'

from our
Pure Quill flour are the prida
of the careful housekeeper.
She likes to Bee her family
and visitors enjoy them.
She enjoys them herself.
A sack of Pure Quill flour
makes poor baking almost
impossible. Order one today
and your bread, cakes, etc.,
will be as good as anybody's
better than most people's.
of bread made

ATnO

hunreds.
Through the efforts of the membership committee ' of the Commercial
club, a number of new members have
been secured, as well as a large number of subscriptions to the advertising
fund which had been discontinued.
The club plans a mot successful campaign, which will be made more extensive hy the use of the additional
money subscribed.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

this! condition- -

Jefferson Reynolds, PresidentE. D. Raynolds, Vice President
& B. Be vis, Vic President
H. Erie' Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Haliet Raynolds, Cashier.

According to O. IA Hargrove,
weather weather observer at the
Normal University, the maximum tem
perature jiesterday was 67 degrees and
the minimum last night was 29 de
Last night was the coldest
grees.
night fo some time, the temperature
haivng been above freezing since ear
'
ly last week.
Seven sea liona passed through Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon on train
No. 10, enroute from California to
New Jersey, where they will be plac
ed in a zoo. The lions were given a
thorough sousing "with water upon
their arrival in this city to rouse their
spirits, which naturally 'were depress
ed whale away from their native wat
ers,

;,

.

.'FIRST 'NATIONAL DANS
OP LAS

VEGAsn.

her son be discharged. It was not urday morning, returning following
learned whether the request was Friday; ;harge, including 'passage
both,' ways $10, Special rates for long
granted.
er Mme.?3.Address East Laa Vegas,
rrJrie'v
JBQJPfiF lifeave orders at
or Plaza hatel.-A- dt.

.

M.

'

In every department
are prepared

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining (uncalled for for
the week ending April 25, 191.
Mr. John. Conroy. 'Mr. Jack Conroy
(2)', Anna Cook, Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Cornell, Miss Manuelita Orespln, Mr,
R. B. Graham, Mrs. Robert B. Graham,
Mr, B. M,, Jones, Mr. Earl Kelly, Mr.
T. H. Lane, Mr. A. L. Salveston, Mrs.
Monica Venavidas de Tapia.
When calling for the above letters

of Ranking we.
to. give the best of service

interest Paid en

TSr.:s

Dc;:ss!i3

please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

n
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JUST RECEIVED
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April's Eirthstone
Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy

St

' ;

SOIUES IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR WORK

:;GUAANTEED;
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

.

games.

MRS. GEHRING DEAD
Mrs. Ella Gehring, wife of F. J.
Gehring of this city, died in Fulton,
Mo., last Friday at 4:30 o"clock p. m.,
at the age of 58 years. The body was
brought to this city this afternoon
by F. J. Gehring. The funeral occurred this afternoon, and was
Private! being attended only by the
Immediate family. Mrs. Gehring is
survived besides her husband by two
children, Mrs. Vera Grilling Norton of
of
California .and Mr. Herbert
this city. Burial wag in the Masonic
cemetcrv.
,

Siibscnoe for

"rise spfl5-- .

--

GA1IVAL,

IGEK

DONE

AT CUR SHOP

GUARANTELD FOR ITS

HE SAYS

The National Amusement company,
under the general managership of O.
K. Smith, arrived in Las Vegas yester
day afternoon and early today began
the work of setting up its equipment
for a carnival show. Tonight they
will be ready to entertain the public.
Judging from the promises of the
management, the entertainment will
furnish a bik time. The show is on
Lincoln avenue, near Sixth street,
The special features of the carnival
are the
the Ferris
wheel, a big vaudeville show and a peculiar specimen of a man who is a
"handy" guy with bis feet. As the
man who talks on the outsie for him
says, "He can do more with his feet
than you can with your hands." Other amusements also are provided.
The show will begin tonight and
everything will be in readiness by
that time. One feature of this car
nival that is different from the usual,
is that there will b$ on confetti
throwing until f Friday night. This
wil lbe popular with; everybody as
confetti throwing is one of the most
disagreeable of features of a carnlvl,
except during the closing nights,

'

For the best on the market today :see M.
Miller Non-5ki- n
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
ALL

MANAGER SMITH SAYS AMUNSE- MENT IS CLEAN AND EMPLOYES ARE HIGH CLASS

-

AIIO TODES

WITH THE

NO CSOOKS

FOEDMEStllMPANY

LAS VEGAS

;

-

PERFECTS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Our Special for
the week of
Apr.26 to May 2

merry-go-roun-

On any Bissell's Carpet
Sweeper in the House
$4.80
$2.00

for
for

$6.00
$3.50

SWEEPERS

And So On
H
THIS OPPORTUNITY

For our costumers either cash or credit. Remember we meet all special prices offered and
guarantee our regular prices to be 10 to 20 per
cent lower than pther Las Vegas Stores.
:-

j. c. JonriSEN

m
MM

&

son

"Complete
Home Furnishers''

iii.pi.il

i.

TCICIIOW-TUESDAY
V'ffAEGAINilN GENUINE
A

AXMINSTER.
RUGS.
$22.50 and.:$25 Smith Ax
? minster Rugs inl9xl2 ft. or
8ft. 3x10 ft. 6 in. sizci,
"

Capital, $100,000; Sarplos and Undivided FrofitsrSSS.OOO

,

Pete Salazar was, as usuaif on. thle
ijob for the West side and handled his
"n of the game in competgnt way.
Pete has the goods and Is a coming
:'
;
player.
It Is probable thaft another game
Ilk played1 next
BSftoday, and if
mayrf
suclift arran54;theiJEMt;.side is due
to win; as by thatktima the manager
should have decided as "to his final
and best lineup. Several candidates
have been tried out In the first two

Adv.

More than once today the. average
A report of an exceptional excuse
pedestrain walking through the resioffered by the mother of a young man dential district of the city, j sniffed
who is enlisted In one of the militia twice to oatch a wart of some
datnty
companies in Santa Fe and who feared-- perfume that lingered in thes atmosthat
her son might be called to phere. As he sniffed his eyes sougnt
war, has been received here. It may the cause, bringing forth the fact that
be used by mothers of militiamen be- tfhe fret blossioms of spring have
longing to Company H, desirous of made their debut The fruit trees in
preevnting some volunteer from serv- the city are practically all budded.
ing. The Santa Fe woman, it is said,
claimed that her son was not mental- HARVEY'S IS OPEN
lynormal whftft ho enlisted. Due to 34th season of this famous moun
this sad ;COnditiort she wished that tain resort Carriage out every Sat-

'

LAKUL5T SIUCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES- -

Herzog was on the modnd again
Head quarters lor (he best
afternoon for the East Bide
yesterday
of all foods
team, and handled the ball, in a fair
aw wy, but was handicapped by a sore
arm. He lacked speedi but the West
Cluett and Monarch shirts for 88c, side failed to breas'yany glass windows In the sky, even with Herzog in
at Taichert's. Adv.

-

"

We also carry

lilt.

Yesterday afternoon at Amusement
park the West sidja baseball team
again pulled the folds of defeat over
the eyes of the East side, but with
more difficulty than it experienced
when It defeated the city chaps a
week ago. The final scone was 3 to

Do you know that we

There will be a special meeting of
M. A;' Van Houten Has purchased a
the Ladies' Aid society of the First '
BBuick frbm tlws Las Vegas '"Motor
Methodist church tomorrow afternoon
.bp
at 2:30 o'clock in the church parlors. Sate'ebmpany;
All members are requested to bo
The Friendship club will meet tomorrow afternoon with- Mrs.' C. V.
1
The Ladle2r"teague of the First Hedgcock, 810 National avenue.'
Presbyteri&n'fenurcb. wilf .be en'tertain-e- d
B. R. Hussiell today received a new
at its regular social session tomorrow afternoon at the home of Mrs. automobile and rthis morning Bpent
his time trying out the machine. The
Oscar Llnberg. Mrs. Linberg and Mrs.
are
to be. the hostesses car is a new model Haynes.
Frank Carroon
and all members ot the society are inWord has been received In Las
'
vited to be present.
the death of Mrs. A. G. Mills of
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mrs. Mills
Dr. E. L, Hammond, the dentist,
Is an aunt of Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
was painfully Injured this morning
of this city.
when an
anvil, falling off a
The
work bench, struck his foot.
Boots and shoes made
to order,
point of the anvil pierced his foot,
fitted
cripples
perfectly.
Repairing.
making an ugly wound. Dr. Hammond I have
my shop at 621
likely will be unable to work for at Sixth street
and invite all my old
least a month. The accident occurred
customers as well as new to call. Joe
in the laboratory of his office.
'

I

LIVERY said REPAIRING

BOYS

'

JUST RECEIVED

J.

AUTOMOBILE

EAST SIDE

PINEAPPLES

,

If you have not seen the suits we
offer for ;$13., 95,8 invite you to lookj
tnem, over . ana compare quality, style
and price. Taichert's Clothing Store,
correct garments tor men. Adv;
.,

fMumitniiirr

'EST SIDE BEATS

of

in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

There is nothing better made

sum

3

OF

car

of automobiles billed to the
Las A'egas Motor Sales company arrived In Laa Vegaa today. The car Is
loaded with, a shipment of Buick 24's
which the local company will dispose

APRIL 27, 1914.

MONDAY,

ANNUAL
J

Gimlce at - StG.05

Perfect

,

Rugs, in artistic small
oriental designs or beautiful floral patterns, deep, rich, lustrous
pile an beautiful sheen one of
the greatest values ever offered In Las Vegas.
65c printed linoleums at
45c
$1.25 and $1.50 Inlaid Linoleums,'
at,

,

--

AND RETURN,

OETiSa, I'IPEEIAL COUNCIL, "ANCIENT AiAOC
HIE, ISLES OF THE MYSTIC SHEINE

MAY' lO "TO 13th.,

Opposite the Y.M.C.A.

I14

Kelurn limit May 21st , 1914. An extension of limit to
June' 20;h, 1914, can be obtained by payment of $1.00 and
depositing ticket before May 10(h 1914

D. L. Batchelor, Agent
when everybody is ready for a hilari- nival will bring no crooks to this-city'" :
ous good time. '
bat to emphasize my stand weD
O. K. Smith, the big man with the that the show Is O. IC I will make
show, this afternoon stated that ev- good, an manager of the carnival, any
erything is to be exactly on the Joss from tliievery In the city during

square. "I'm running a clean carnival our stay here."
and I guarantee as .muoh to the pub-; f
'
TAX NOTICE
lie," he said.
In reference to crooks housebreak-.erOa the first, day ot May, the second
and other undesirables that have half of the 1913 taxes will become
invaded this city with carnivals in due. All taxes not paid before June
the past, Mr. Smith fni'l: "I Vnow 1 vviil fca stihject to a penalty.
'the people that are wi-- h this show and
EUGENIC-- ROMERO,
,1 am absolutely' certain tliat this car
County Treasurer.
'

:

a

TN Pp??rl!H

$33.45

IICKETS.ON SALE MAY 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and ICtli., 1914

....95c

To those that need Furniture
Rugs, Shades or Linoleum, this
is the right time to buy. Come
in and) make (comparison
of
PRICES and QUALITY, before
buying, we have the largest
stock In NORTHERN
NEW
MEXICO. FREE INSURANCE
ON YOUR Furniture and Household Goods for one year.
Asks us ABOUT It
Your home can be furnished
on our Easy Payment Plan.
No Interest charged.

ill tlTI, GEO

'

,

